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2011 Anthology Dedication
Writing Project Teacher Consultants of 2011 would like to dedicate this
anthology to Rodney Bailey, our "Tech Cat," for sharing his knowledge of
the uses of technology in the 21 st century classroom. We thank you for
exposing us to the many websites, tools, and other forms of technology
that will aid us in teaching in this digital age.

Foreword
When we design and build a piece that mirrors ourselves and what we yearn to say to the
world, the sense of pride, satisfaction, and joy is unlike any other. -Nall
When people write their perspectives down for others to read, they allow others to see
their side of an issue which may never have entered their minds. -Neeley
Writing is a consistency that always seems to be changing. -Hamilton
Without the written word, we would be lost in a sea of hearsay. -Boozer
Writing is the ultimate enabler, allowing children to live their fantasies, allowing adults
to achieve long forgotten dreams. -Bentley
Without writing, we could never be a teacher, a doctor, a social being, a communicator,
an educated person. Without writing, we are nothing. -Horton
Without writing, chaos would abound! How would the human race communicate,
connect, expand, or grow? -Brown
Imagine a world without writing. Every thought our minds processed would be a
theorized concept. -McGhee
Initially, it was to escape. Then it became a form of release. Ultimately, it has led me to a
better understanding of myself and of others. -Moersch
I love the sound ofmy paper and the click ofmy pen. A world without writing would
truly be a sin. -Barber
Explore the world from the pen's point of view, and travel to the moon. -Hollis
Without writing there would be no Bible, no Dickens, no Poe, no Hawthorne, no Blake,
and no Thoreau. -Cox
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Demonstration Summaries
Powers of Writing and Far, Far Away
In this teacher demonstration, the students are introduced to the POWERS of
writing and should implement this strategy when composing their own writing. The
students also compose a descriptive paragraph using the steps in the writing process. The
lesson begins with a bell ringer that requires the students to create a cluster map that
displays the acronyms P-O-W-E-R-S. Each letter represents a different step of the writing
process and what students should do during each step. Next, the teacher uses the POWER
cheer to introduce the steps to the students. Afterwards, the students work in groups, and
each group is required to create a short rap that details what the students should do in the
group's assigned step of the writing process. The students recite the cheer, incorporating
each group's rap. The students move to a new group for the second group activity. The
groups will apply the steps of the writing process to create a descriptive paragraph
entitled "Far, Far Away." Each group has 3- 4 students with the following job
assignments: writer, illustrator, presenter, and assistant. The students complete the
following tasks while working with their groups: 1) The students create a cluster map of
what one would Hear, Smell, Taste, Feel, and See while in their imaginary places, "Far
Far Away"; 2) the students compose 1-2 sentences for each category from their cluster;
3) the students write their first drafts; 4) the students edit their work and type their final
drafts; 5) the final drafts are posted on a poster board, and the illustrator creates a visual
representation of what this imaginary place would look like. Lastly, the students recite
the words of the Power cheer one more time!
Tenesha Barber

Image Grammar: Using Grammatical Stmctures to Teach Writing
This lesson focuses on the implementation of Harry Noden's strategies for
teaching writing into the classroom. Noden emphasizes using a "brnsh stroke" technique
to teach the following skills: paiticiple, absolute, appositive, adjectives shifted out of
order, and action verbs. For this lesson, the teacher shares a Microsoft PowerPoint
presentation with the students that introduces the five brnsh strokes of writing along with
several though-provoking images. During this time, the teacher shows the students
examples of how to use the brush strokes correctly in sentences. The teacher then allows
students to compose their own sample sentences and share them with their peers.
Students are formally assessed by the teacher during this time. After the PowerPoint
presentation is completed, the students complete an activity using the five brush strokes
effectively in their own sentences. The students cut out images from magazines and .
paste them to a poster or construction paper. They then create their own examples of
brush strokes for each image they choose. After completion of the activity, the students
share their examples with the class. The students must be able to identify each type of
brush-stroke they chose to write and explain it to the class.
Stuait Bentley
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Alternate Endings with Poe (The Tell-Tale Heart)
Through this lesson, students will gain a better understanding of a great American
author, Edgar Allan Poe, and his style of writing. The class will also learn and discuss
background information on this author. They will read a short story by Poe, The Tell-Tale
Heart, and also write an alternate ending to the classic short story. The students will
complete this task while staying in the same style and mood of the story. Students will
also use their technology skills to create a stylish page layout for their ending. The
resources that the students will need for this lesson are as follows: a copy of The TellTale Heart, a sample writing template, computers, internet, Microsoft Word, paper, pen,
and a partner. In the beginning of the lesson, students will watch a presentation created
through http://prezi.com/, (mine is available at http://prezi.com/orlgobuakzos/the-telltale-heait-by-edgar-allan-poeD to gain background knowledge on Poe, The Tell-Tale
Heart, and his style of writing. Students will then read the sho1t story The Tell-Tale
Heart, or the teacher may have them watch a video at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=envukurlg3I&feature=related. Next, students will
demonstrate their ability to create a template for their writing using
www.google.images.com and Microsoft word. They will then write an alternate ending,
staying in the same mood and style of the original story. Each student may use a
classmate for help in the brainstorming and editing phase. Once the alternate endings are
complete, students will share their endings. The class will offer positive but constructive
feedback. If the students want to re-write their piece using the feedback from the class,
they may do so. Teachers can assess this lesson through class questioning on the
background information learned about Poe and The Tell-Tale Heart and the student's
ability to stay in the original mood and style of the story. Of course, grading for creativity
is always another option.
Brian Boozer

Why History? Becoming a Part of History Through an Autobiography
This lesson focuses on connecting students with the subject of history. Students
are allowed to make their own link with history by writing an autobiography. The class
begins with an explanation of history. As a class, the teacher and students explore the
reasons why history is necessary and where information originates. Example biographies
and autobiographies are examined and discussed in regard to difference in perspective as
well as the types of information common in each. The narrative mode of writing should
be briefly explained so the students understand that an autobiography can flow like a
story. Students will create a timeline to help structure their thoughts prior to writing the
autobiography. The autobiography should be a minimum of one paragraph long;
however, students should be given the freedom to write in a variety of forms to enhance
creativity. Sharing the final copy can be at the discretion of the teacher and/or students.
Kim Brown
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Step Up to Writing: Using the Color-Coded Accordion Method
The "Step Up to Writing: Using the Color-Coded Method" lesson focuses on
teaching students how to write clear, concise, and organized paragraphs. It also
establishes a sense of order and control over their writing. After explaining the purpose
of the lesson to the students, have them brainstorm by writing down five things that they
would do if they had a million dollars. Next, give them one minute to write down as
many descriptive words as they can that relate to having a million dollars. Then, give
them one minute to write down as many transitions as they can. After they have
brainstormed ideas and written down descriptive words and transitions, give them some
"helpful handouts" that they can use to help assist them in writing topic sentences,
transitions, and concluding sentences. After that, show them an example of a completed
color-coded accordion paragraph graphic organizer. Next, show them a finished
accordion paragraph and explain to them how to edit and transfer information from their
rough draft (graphic organizer) to their final draft (accordion paragraph). Then, do one
together as a class. Then, give the students instructions on how to fold and set up their
color-coded accordion. Second, have the students share their ideas about what they
would do with a million dollars with their group members and pick the top two. Then,
have them to stait discussing and filling in the graphic organizer (rough draft) with details
and explanations. Once the group has filled in the graphic organizer and proofread,
group members can go ahead and start transferring the information from their graphic
organizer (rough draft) to their color-coded accordion. Finally, choose one person from
the group to read the finished product aloud.
Kristin Cox
Writing Poetry with Children
The "Writing Poetry with Children" demonstration lesson is a shmt version of a
writing activity that the students may complete in class during the first week of school. It
is a good way for students to get to know each other. Children love talking about
themselves and will enjoy this activity. First, the teacher tells the students to think about
three to four facts they want their classmates to know about them. Instead of telling the
class these facts, they will write these things in a bio-poem. When they complete this
activity, the teacher will give them an opportunity to share their writing. Poetry is a way
for students to express themselves in writing in a non-threatening way, but have fun in
the process. The forms of poetry that will be discussed and demonstrated are the lyric, the
limerick, the haiku, and the bio-poem. After a brief PowerPoint overview of the lesson,
students will read samples of each type of poetry and write examples. Next, students will
be provided with handouts that give an overview of a bio-poem and a sample poem with
directions. This activity usually takes the entire week to complete. After the students have
completed their bio-poems, they will make a poetiy page, using their poem and a picture
of themselves. When this activity is completed, the teacher will hang the poems around
the room. At a later time, the teacher can have the poems laminated and made into a
poetry anthology.
Michelle Hamilton
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Using Figurative Language and Synonyms to Describe

The purpose of this demonstration lesson is to encourage students to use
figurative language to describe ordinary situations and to encourage students to use
synonyms to replace common words in poetry. Several methods of instruction, including
a PowerPoint presentation, group work, and teacher/student modeling, are used to prepare
students to write a poem about the twelve months of the year without using key words,
such as names of months, names of holidays, and etc. Students must power-pack their
poetry by eliminating the use of unnecessary words. Students participate in groups to
create examples of alliteration, assonance, onomatopoeia, simile, and metaphor. In
groups, students also write a "descriptive words" paragraph where they explain a
common situation without using key words. After viewing a sample poem written by the
teacher, students view examples written by other students to identify examples of
figurative language and to identify synonyms. Finally, students create their own fifteenline poems according to assigned guidelines and present them to the class.
Tammy Hollis

Preparing for Black History Mouth

The purpose of this lesson plan is to show students how to research different
African-Americans during Black Histo1y Month. Black History Month is celebrated each
year in February. Students will look at some of the many contributions that AfricanAmerican inventors have made to society as a whole; the teacher will give instructions
and handouts on African-American inventions as well as different scientific discoveries.
Students will choose an invention from the overhead projector and discuss whether or not
they think the invention has contributed anything to society. To include students, the
teacher asks each of them to choose their favorite invention or scientific discovery off the
overhead screen and research it, making sure to include the name of the inventor, what
year it was invented, and how the invention is being used today. Once students have
incorporated a little research and writing into the lesson, the teacher will create a fun
activity for the students to complete. This activity instructs students to choose their
invention or scientific discovery off the projector screen and draw a picture, write a
slogan or jingle, and write a one-paragraph summary to market the invention.
Scherry McGhee
The Class Debate

The purpose of this demonstration is to illustrate how the debate can be used as a
motivational collaborative tool for students and can be used to help students develop an
understanding of argumentative and analytical writing. The class debate allows students
to learn how to recognize the thesis statement that is located in a writing prompt, to
develop an outline based on the thesis, to use textual references to support a thesis, and to
become more comfortable with MLA documentation and citation. At the conclusion of
this demonstration, it should be clear that the debate is a good tool for leading students
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into writing argumentative and analytical essays. This assignment is adaptable and can be
used for simple essay development and for paragraph development, depending on how
much a teacher wants to strip it down. This assignment can be used across the curriculum
and developed for history, biology, sociology, psychology, etc.
Sarah Moersch

Lemon Writing: An Autobiographical Approach

In this lesson, students will discover autobiographical approaches to writing by
answering brainstorming questions and working in groups to create a persona. They will
work together to produce an autobiography of the "lemon" persona that they imagine
together. The students will present their autobiographies to the class in a creative fashion.
This lesson will help students develop a deeper understanding of autobiography and
personal narrative as a genre by assessing the type of information used in such writingfactual, sensory, and imaginative-and why such information is impot1ant to this type of
writing. In creating their own persona (using a lemon character) and writing their own
"autobiography" for that character, the students will be prepared to read autobiographical
works, such as Narrative of the Life of a Slave, with a better understanding of its
significance.
The lesson begins with a quick write asking about significant events that the
students might include in their own autobiographies and why these events would be of
interest to readers. A series of individual and group brainstorming questions will prepare
students to put their ideas together so that they can create an autobiography for the lemon
that they have chosen. Through this lesson, the students will realize that it is the
similarities and differences that make autobiographies unique and interesting reads.
Lauren Nall

"The Necklace" by Guy de Maupassant--Is it Really Worth it? Teaching Theme
While focusing on Comprehension

The purpose of this lesson is to allow students to become actively engaged with
the text while comprehending and developing their own thoughts of possible themes of
the story. Begin the lesson with background information: pronunciation of author's name,
setting of the story and anticipation guide statements that foreshadow possible themes.
Begin popcorn reading the story chunking the text, stopping periodically to allow
students to briefly discuss passages. Ask questions about the story to guide the
discussion and make students think and become engaged with the text. Half-way through
the story, stop and have students write a paragraph predicting the outcome of the last half
of stoty. Ask for volunteers to share what they have written. Pick back up with the story
and continue to the end. Ask other volunteers to share how their predictions were alike or
different from actual events from the story. Throughout the conversations and
predictions, students will have, without thinking about it, formulated their own idea of the
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theme. Teach theme as the life-long lesson that can be taken from the story. At the end of
the sto1y, ask students to share what they learned that could possibly be a theme. As an
assessment for the theme of the story, have students create a five-paragraph essay
explaining the lesson learned from the story. Tell them to use information from the story
to back their points. Students will have fun taking sides with Mme. Loisel, or they will
have fun depicting her as such a bad person. They will also have to come up with their
idea of a theme and will have to comprehend the whole story as well.
Sharonica Neeley
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Where I'm From
I am from the show me home,
Where your actions speak louder than your words
From a single mom who worked day and night
to get the job done.

From Pizza Hut every Friday night,
and the city that shuts down for football lights
I am from black eyed peas and collard greens
And mama that didn't play about keeping your room clean.

From Evelyn's candy store,
where every minute there was a knock at the door
From summer picnics in the grass,
where we rationed food to see how long it could last.

I am from, "close that refrigerator door,
because the same thing is in there now that was in there before."
From pike, herky and toe touch
and a childhood full of double-dutch.

I am from the school that I hate,
to never knowing I would work there one day
From the only child,
to wanting to be the head of the crowd
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I am from a daddy that I thought I'd never have to share,
to not knowing I had seven other brothers and sisters out there.
From love, pain, sunshine and rain,
but without it all, I would probably be insane.
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Teach One, Reach One
Why Did I Decide To Teach
Someone once asked me, "Why did I decide to teach?"
I pondered the question and replied, "Well, let me see."
I thought back to that memorable day in time,
when I sat in my last high school assembly trying to decide.
I sat in the assembly as sleepy as could be,
When awakened by the speaker, who pointed directly towards me.
He asked me to close my eyes and ponder
on that special thing I loved to do when I was younger.
I urgently replied, "I loved to play school
and force all ofmy friends to play by my rnles."
He said, in that instance, a teacher you shall be,
I thought to myself, oh no, not me.
I never thought I would be a teacher one day,
I fooled myself to believe that nursing was the way.
He quickly asked me to take my seat,
And as he brought his speech to a close, my heart began to beat.
He left us with this special note,
"Always Remember: Your passion in life is what you love to do the most."
I went home in shock and tushed to the phone.
I called my grandmother (I knew she would never steer me wrong)
I said in shock, "Oh grandmother, how could this be?"
She replied, "Oh child, how could you not see?
You played school on my walls at the age of three."
In that moment it hit me, I was destined to be
Among the greatest whoever grazed land and sea,
In the profession that paves the way for all other professions,
There's no doubt about it, it is truly a blessing
To reach lives in ways the naked eye could never see,
And it's for reasons as these that I decided to "TEACH"!
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"Special Education and Standardized Tests"
Public education in America largely consists of taking standardized tests. The
standardized test is a relatively recent development in the history of education. Anyone
who has attended a public school or received a college education has taken at least one
form of standardized test. For example, the American College Testing (ACT) or
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), and now more prevalent in Alabama public schools
grades 3-8, the Alabama Reading and Math Test (ARMT) are all forms of tests students
will face before they even receive a diploma. In public schools today, the average
student, including those students labeled as special needs, will take some form of
standardized test. Students will begin testing in third grade, and some continue testing
until graduation. Public education today and standardized test scores go hand in hand.
The first kind of standardized testing took place in China in the seventh centmy,
A.D. The reason why this was called the first "standardized test" is that the same
standard was applied to everyone who took the test (Ward 35). Today, the average public
school student will take several standardized tests before graduation. The biggest
influence on standardized testing in the United States has been the college entrance exam.
A board of college professors developed the SAT as a more accessible means of
determining students' entrance into college, than the formal way of interviewing each
individual applicant. Everett Franklin Lindquist developed the ACT as a competitor to
the SAT in 1959 (Ward 38). However, the SAT and ACT, in the 21s t centmy, are just a
mere fragment of the tests students will face before reaching college. Students in public
schools are now tested every year after reaching 3rd grade, and testing is a continuous
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cycle until graduation. One may question, "Are we burning them out?" Special
education students are also included in standardized testing, which often is problematic.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 guaranteed civil rights to all disabled people and
required accommodations for disabled students in school (Itkonen 14). In 1975, the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EHA) guaranteed and enforced the right of
children with disabilities to receive a free, appropriate education. This law has been
labeled the foundation of special education in the United States. Today, with a dual
purpose of providing unique educational opportunities suited to the needs of disabled
students and delivering them in the "least restrictive environment (Kotler 365)," EHA
underwent a number of revisions in 1997; it then became known as the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). IDEA emphasized the use of individual education
plans, or IEPs, for all special education students.
In 2002, the Department of Education signed into law the No Child Left Behind
Act, which is known as one of the most controversial statutes in recent hist01y. No Child
Left Behind (NCLB) is an ambitious overhaul of the nation's educational practices and
guidelines. The expressed long-term goal ofNCLB is proficiency in reading and math
for all students by the 2013-2014 school year (Itkonen 16). NCLB itself is not the matter
in question; it is its practicality and achievability for those students who have been
labeled as special needs. Under NCLB, students with special needs are required to take
and meet standards on a state administered standardized test.
Special education is on the rise, and more emphasis has been placed on making
the school stakeholders responsible for the learning process of the special education
student. A student's special needs qualification is a complicated process, and there are
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numerous resources used to determine if a child is special needs. A student's special
needs criteria are often times taken into consideration when testing; however, in the past,
when children had an IEP or action plans and were labeled as special needs, they were
typically identified as exempt from state driven testing due to their disabilities. Under
NCLB, children with serious learning disabilities must take the ARMT, and only one
percent of the student population is allowed alternate assessment. This serves as a huge
disadvantage to our school systems today because so many more classified students are
incapable of taking the state tests effectively.
Under the NCLB, all students grades 3-8 and in one grade in high school must be
tested once a year in reading and mathematics. Students are expected to score at the
"proficient" level or above on state-administered tests by 2014 and to make "adequately
yearly progress" (AYP) toward that goal until then. As one can see, the clock is ticking.
Special needs students have been identified as a subgroup of students who must also meet
A YP standards. If they do not, the entire school is deemed to have failed. In our schools
today, standardized tests are used as a measure of school success, a requisite for funding,
and a requirement for promotion or graduation. Many theories question if these tests are
fair for children with special needs.
The school system where I teach consists of one elementary school, one middle
school, and one high school. The middle school, where I teach met annually yearly
progress three years in a row, after a four-year block of not meeting the standards. In
August of 2010, we were devastated to discover that our school once again did not make
A YP. The test data revealed that students did not meet standards in the category of
Special Education Reading. I questioned why special education students had to take
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standardized tests. It is evident across the entire countty that this is an area of concern. If
these students were not below grade level, they would not need Individualized Education
Plans (IEP's), resource teachers, modifications, and accommodations. Why do we
continue to place them through testing scrntiny and embarrassments? I guess this issue
will be debated until the next piece of legislation is implemented to try to rectify the
problem, but until then, public school educators will sit back with our fingers crossed
every summer hoping that our school meets Annually Yearly Progress (AYP).
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IAmMe
I am from bike trails
Trampled and carved in the midday heat
I am from grass stains and mud
Tracked across freshly mopped floors with my feet
I am from Winston and Susan
Who taught me everything about love and life
I am the brother of Tyler
Whom I always seemed to fight

I am from an enormous family
Aunts, uncles, cousins, too many to name
I am from a humble background
No hunger for fame
I am from "Winston Stuart Bentley!"
When my mother is upset
To "You'll always be my baby"
Even when I didn't do my best

I am from a family forged by love
Where laughter always reigned supreme
I am from a thirty-one year man'iage
Where a mother and father are a team
I am the last of my line
The only Bentley boy left
Maybe a child one day ..... one day
To feel the love that I have felt
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Stuart
Playful, Compassionate, Particular, Energetic
Son of Winston and Susan, Brother of Tyler, Husband of Jennifer
Lover of life, sports, and family
Who feels loved, lost at times, and lucky
Who has been traveling, raised by a loving family, and embraced in times of sorrow
Who needs explanations, to strive for more, to push myself past boundaries
Who fears cancer, death, and losing another loved one
Who would someday like to be a father, to visit Europe, to say, "I've lived a good life"
Resident of Golden Springs
Bentley
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Student Motivation in Today's Middle School
Middle school is a rough time for most teenagers today. In a world where video
games and television have taken over our students' minds, how can teachers expect to
get them excited about grammatical strncture, reading a novel, and (heaven-forbid)
writing? I am not too far removed from middle school myself(twelve years), and this
gives me a tremendous advantage inside my own classroom. I can read my students'
attitudes and emotions like my favorite book, and sometimes it even scares me. "Reading
sucks!" "When are we going to do something fun?" and "I'm tired of writing!" are just a
few of the many quotes that resonate from inside the English classroom on a daily basis.
However, instead of"beat"-ing our students, I feel like it may be more beneficial to
''.join" them.
Students come into the classroom at the beginning of August fresh off their
summer vacation thinking of school as the ultimate social network. They could not care
less what material teachers in each content area tty to present and only want to spend
time with their friends discussing "trivial" things that, to them, are trnly meaningful.
Teachers must take advantage of this info1mation billowing out of their students from day
one. The first key to student motivation is showing interest. A simple "How was your
summer?" can go a long way for teacher/student rapport. Some middle school students
find it hard to converse with their parents or any adult, for that matter. That is because
the age gap is so tremendous in their minds, students feel that there is no way for Mom,
Dad, or teacher to have any idea of what they are going through. This common teenage
misconception is obviously untrne, but for our students to realize it, teachers must make
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an eff01t to get to know their students on a personal level to effectively motivate and
inspire them to be their best.
Students are at their best when they tmly realize that they have someone who
cares about their success, pushing them to meet their goals. Teachers must realize that
many of our students come from difficult situations at home and that teachers might be
the only positive role model in their lives. Coming from elementary school, where
teachers are perceived as "parental" figures, to middle school, where teacher/student
relationships seem to change dramatically, is a hard transition for students. This change
even happens on a chemical level inside of our students' brains. Middle school teachers
need to actively engage students in a variety of different instmctional methods to keep
them motivated. The irony in this statement is that most of these methods have been
developed by people who have never stepped foot in a classroom. In other words,
teachers should never be afraid to try new things and come up with strategies that may
seem a bit "off the wall."
Students need to have an input on their learning. Middle school students seem to
lose interest in novels if they are not actively engaged. Because of my students' short
attention spans, most of them prefer shott stories to novels. Students must be encouraged
to research information that is interesting to them and take initiative when choosing
reading materials. I also have found that students seem to respond well to working in
cooperative groups. This allows them peer interaction and places the learning solely in
their hands. I act as a facilitator for their learning and monitor the progress of the groups.
Students like being in control of their learning, and teachers must learn to embrace this.
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To effectively inspire our students, we teachers must be inspired ourselves. This
inspiration seems to be sapped out of us towards Christmas Break, Spring Break, and the
end of the school year. Different instructional strategies like collaboration and project
based learning must be implemented throughout the course of the year to prevent burn
out. To feel stressed and overwhelmed is only human, but our students need a bright
light in their lives on a daily basis. True student motivation comes from teacher
motivation, and positive interaction between teachers and students promotes a positive
classroom enviromnent.
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Psychological Principles of Learning
A teacher should consider many psychological principles oflearning for a teacher
when dealing with his or her class. Teachers should be prepared to work with every type
of principle; however, some principles seem to fit better with ce1tain content areas. My
content area is English Language A1ts, and the principles of learning that I find helpful
are perception, motivation, creativity, and memory. These four principles are very
impmtant to me and my style of teaching.
I view perception as how a person interprets something. As a teacher, perception
is very impmtant because the teacher wants the students to perceive him or her and the
class in a positive way. If a student views a teacher in a negative way, do you think the
student is going to take that teacher's assignments seriously? As an English teacher I rely
heavily on reading and writing; therefore, if my students have a negative perception about
me, my class, the reading material, or the writing assignment, they are less likely to put
forth their best effo1t. Actions and attitudes have a major influence on perception. My
goal will be for students to view me positively so that we may create a great learning
environment.
Once the students have a clear, positive perception of the teacher and class it's
now time to get them motivated. Motivating students today can be very tricky; however,
it must be done because it's so impmtant in learning. It seems like all kids care about
today are video games and iPods. With that said, it can sometimes be hard to give
students incentives. As an English teacher, I think it may sometimes be hard to get
students to read a book when all they seem to want to do is lie around, play games, and
listen to music. I believe I can use the desires for such devices to encourage reading and
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writing by using them as a reward for a good grade. Teachers must motivate their
students to get the best performance from them. Having several creative, fun, and
original ways to motivate students is a must for an effective teacher.
Now that the students are motivated, it's time to help them be creative and store
the information. Some students need help in the creative category, and this is when
sharing a previously completed piece of work may be beneficial. Creativity is imp01iant
in every classroom and in every subject. I believe it is even more impo1iant in the
English classroom, especially because of the writing. A good English teacher will push
his or her students to be imaginative and creative with their writing. Since I have an
undergrad degree in drama, I would also very much like to teach that subject as well.
Drama is nothing without creativity; it's the foundation upon which drama is built. I will
always emphasize how imp01iant it is for my students to be creative and original with
their writing and acting. Franklin D. Roosevelt said it best when he uttered, "Happiness
is not in the mere possession of money; it lies in the joy of achievement, in the thrill of
creative effort."
Remembering what has been taught can be very tricky for some students;
however, some people consider memory to be the most important principle. According
to www.dictionary.com, memory can be defined as, "the mental capacity or faculty of
retaining and reviving facts, events, impressions, etc., or of recalling or recognizing
previous experiences." I don't think anyone can deny that memory is a ve1y important
tool when it comes to learning. Our job as teachers is to make sure the knowledge that
we pass on to our students stays with them. Memory is imp01iant to English Language
Atis due to the lessons learned through the literature studied in an English class.
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Communication is extremely vital in the world today, and that is one of the primary skills
that will be covered in a good English class. If a student leaves the classroom with a
better knowledge ofliterature and better communication skills (i.e. written and spoken
word), then I believe the teacher has accomplished a major goal. I believe that it is also
our responsibility as teachers to teach our students how to remember. Teachers must learn
how students use their memory and then adapt lesson plans to cater to the memory needs
of the students.
I chose these principles of learning because I think they play a very impo11ant role
in the teaching of English Language A11s. These principles allow the students to grow as
young learners. In my opinion, a large part of a teacher's job is to help the progression of
our students. We are not here to teach them everything they need to know; our job is to
prepare them for the next step. Life should be a never-ending road of knowledge;
teachers shouldn't tJy to be the whole puzzle, just an impo11ant piece.
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Learning Styles
Anthony Gregorc is most commonly recognized for his research with learning
styles; however, he has also been a teacher, author, and researcher across the globe.
Gregorc began working with learning styles in 1969, and this work eventually developed
into the, "Gregorc Learning Style Inventory." Four different styles make up the Gregorc
Learning Style Inventory: concrete sequential, abstract sequential, abstract random, and
concrete random (Taylor 45-48). Knowing how students learn can prove to be a huge
asset in the classroom.
A concrete sequential learner can be described as a learner that prefers step-bystep instructions, hands on activities, and real life examples. These learners are often
hardworking, factual, and organized. Teachers may find that a nice, quiet, organized
classroom will help concrete sequential learners reach their full potential.
"Knowledge is power" is the motto of abstract sequential learners. These learners
are known for being thorough, structured, and logical thinkers. The lecture method of
teaching seems to work well with this type of learner because the student tends to like
verbal discussions. These learners are usually very skeptical and do not do well with
change.
The more sensitive and compassionate learners fall into the group titled abstract
random. These learners tend to be more imaginative and spontaneous; they also are more
in touch with their feelings and emotions. Abstract learners are often bored by a daily
routine and can sometimes seem forgetful. Teachers may find that visual aids and ample
time for thought and reflection cater to these learners.
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Concrete random thinkers are often described as quick and realistic thinkers.
These learners seem to enjoy the trial-and-error approach to learning and can be very
competitive. The trial-and-error approach works best for these types of learners because
they are by nature curious, adventurous, and creative when it comes to learning. Some
teachers may find that an independent study approach seems to work best with concrete
random learners.
After completing the inventory, I learned that my learning style is concrete
random. This exercise was completely accurate. All the different descriptors I found that
are associated with this style describe my learning habits and my personal traits
extremely well. Some of the words used to describe concrete random, such as curious,
creative, and adventurous, have been used at times by people to describe me. I do tend to
learn better from a trial-and-error approach, which is common in concrete random
learners. For example, I play piano by ear, meaning I do not read music. When I am
learning a new song, I will listen to the song and then attempt to play it. I learn through
making mistakes; I learn just as much by pressing the wrong keys as I do by pressing the
correct keys.
Having a quick wit is also a descriptor for concrete random learners; this
characteristic is trne for me. For two years, I was a member of an improvisational
comedy troupe in Atlanta, and I relied on my quick wit during every performance.
Unlike my wife, whom I am going to ask to complete the inventory as well, I am not the
type of person that likes having a set schedule, another characteristic of a concrete
random learner. I have taken other tests that determine learning styles and personality
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types, for example, the Myers Briggs Type Indicator, and for me, the Gregorc Learning
Style Inventory has been the most accurate.
I believe nature and nurture both played roles in my becoming a concrete random
learner. Most of the men in my family are a lot alike, especially my father and me.
People used to tell me that I was a lot like my father, and since he has passed away, I
have heard it more and more. We have similar mannerisms, facial expressions, and sense
of humor. Ifwe have those types of things in common, why can we not share a learning
style? I also think the way I was raised had something to do with the learning style that I
developed. My father definitely influenced my learning style more than my mother; she
was always telling me to plan things out, read the directions, and not take on too many
tasks. My father was the opposite; he told me that taking risks and thinking quick on my
feet would set me apart from others. I am not sure if I listened to the right parent, but I
like being concrete random. If you are interested in taking the Gregorc Learning Style
Inventory, you can do so at http://www.thelearningweb.net/personalthink.html. I believe
if a teacher uses this inventory to determine the different styles of learners in his or her
classroom, the knowledge gained can be used for planning to assure that all styles are
covered. Knowing this about my students has been a tremendous help in my classroom.
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I am from ...
I am from the country with a Southern drawl, from the symphony of cicadas and
whippoorwills.
I am from the honeysuckle, gardenia and ever-persistent dogwood.
I am from the cedar, unkempt split-level with diii for a backyard, from the unfinished
tree house.
I am from plastic pools in summer and you can't go out with dew on the grass.
I am from Star Wars and Malibu Barbie, from Monty Python and Cheech and Chong.
I am from riding in the jeep with the top down, from playing war, ball and freeze tag
until the sun goes down.
I am from Gadsden to Mississippi, from Mississippi to Hokes Bluff
I am from homemade biscuits and beer rolls, lasagna and green punch for Christmas.
I am from "You're so stubborn you would argue with a fence post" and "Remember,
blood is thicker than water."
I am from the strong and the weak, from the courageous and the cowardly.
I am from the drawer of overflowing pictures and the black, marred trunk that holds
snippets of time.
I am from so many places, people, and things which all come together to make a
collage of me.
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Time Throughout the Year
Old acquaintances should not be forgot,
Resolutions should remain, but don't.
Paper heatts cut from colored construction paper,
"Be Mine" scribbled in crayon.
Earless bunnies, headless peeps,
Remembering Him who died for our sins.
Blooming buds, babies born,
Mother Nature wipes her slate clean again.
Red, white, and blue flags flying half-mast,
Remembering the ultimate sacrifice of our soldiers.
Pomp and circumstance, black caps and gowns,
Students cheer and parents look proud.
Boom! Crackle! Pow!
Sights, sounds, and smells of sizzling days.
Back to books, pencils, paper,
New clothes. New shoes.
Dtums, whistles, shouts from the stands
Helmets and pads crash below.
Black cats pounce, pumpkins glow,
Witches cackle, while devils hunt candy.
Thankful families meet fearful turkeys,
All gorge on good food then sleep.
Smells of spruce mix with cinnamon,
Sounds of"ho, ho, ho!" silence nervous giggles from kids.
All get ready to statt again!!
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Momma'sJob
Up at daylight,
Bathroom, kitchen, cup of tea,
Up before everyone,
It sucks to be me!

Make-up, hair,
It's time to get dressed.
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry,
Oh, I'm so stressed!
Wake up the children,
Let the drama begin,
They' 11 fight to get ready,
Only Momma will win!
Eat, brnsh, wash,
Look good to present.
Hectic mother's schedule,
But I begin to resent
The ease that Dad
Takes to get dressed each day
Only tending to himself
Ditchin' the crazy relay.
Monuna's job,
No time to be lazy,
"Let Momma do it."
It drives me crazy!!

Out the door, everybody!
We are gonna be late!
I'm so freakin' tired
And it's not even 8! !!
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Really Mean Girls
"She's fabulous, but she's evil." (Damian in Mean Girls)

Girls can be mean. Many girls are far from "sugar and spice and everything
nice." During recent years, there has been a growing consensus that girls are more
aggressive than originally thought by the general public. Girls are beginning to
engage in behaviors once thought to be reserved for boys. Assaults, gang activity,
and drng distribution are becoming more common for females. Delinquency for
females is on the rise. How do good girls go bad? While there are many suggestions
as to the cause of this new-found aggressiveness, what is in sho1t supply are solutions.
Now, what does it mean to be aggressive? "A general description of
aggression is a situation, circumstance, or behavior with intent to produce discomfort,
unease, fear, or injury, and is perceived as hmtful by the victim" (Adamshick). The
definition is inclusive enough to encompass many different things. Unlike most boys,
girls are perceived to be experts in psychological warfare. Rumors, exclusion,
negative body language, and outright lies are in their arsenal of weapons; however, an
alarming number of girls are becoming physically aggressive. " ... Data from a
national survey in 2007 indicate that 26.5% of high school age females repmted being
in a physical fight during the 12 months prior to the survey" (Adamshick). Girls are
becoming increasingly more violent and suffering the consequences.
Aggression often leads to delinquency. "Every 7 minutes a child is arrested
for a violent crime" (State of America's Children 2010 Repmt). "Girls at risk for
delinquency are also of concern because they are more likely than their male
counterparts to have experienced psychosocial and emotional difficulties, such as
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physical and sexual abuse, lack of positive self-image, problems with sexuality, and
depression and anxiety" (Walker, et al.). There are certain stressors that are unique to
girls and can forever alter their lives. Unlike boys, girls are more often sexually
assaulted. Girls also have to deal with the consequences of unprotected sex such as
pregnancy and STDs. With all these things, what is a girl to do? The most recent
answer: fight.
Some teens see their whole life as a fight with little chance of winning. As
hopeless as she may see it, the child is going to push. Pushing is pa1t of fighting.
When pushed, girls push back. The author, Sapphire, titled her controversial book
Push for the same reason. "Her narrator, an illiterate and obese 16-year-old girl, is
urged to do a lot of pushing" (Minzesheimer). Her story represents so many young
women's experiences with drngs, illiteracy, abuse, and violence. Pushing becomes a
pait oflife, and fighting can become automatic as well. The young girl may feel
pushed in all areas of her life, and her hostile reaction may simply be a reaction to
stress.
Mean girls need help. Unfo1tunately, few programs exist for these troubled
youth. "Gender-specific programs that are holistic and focus on girls' healthy
attitudes, behaviors, and lifestyles are needed" (Walker, et al.). The whole picture
needs to be examined for girls to make a positive comeback. When working with
troubled adolescents, focusing on only one aspect of the problem will not create a
lasting solution. If you emoll a young female in anger management, but do not
remove her from the home where she is verbally and physically abused, she is going
to fail. She is not going to be able to make sense of her world long enough to manage
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her anger and hostility, let alone refrain from striking out at others. Band-Aids are
not going to work in these turbulent situations. A girl needs to learn how to manage
and/or change herself and her world whether it be temporary or permanent.
Obviously, more female-exclusive programs are needed, but until those can be
created and funded, people need to acknowledge the problems that our younger
generations are facing and find ways to help. Not adding a name to "The List of
People Who Have Failed Me" is a good start. How a mentor or teacher interacts with
a young lady can be either water or gasoline to the fire. They need to acknowledge
that all of these young girls' problems cannot, nor will not, be solved, and time must
also be a factor. Consistency, fairness, and honesty also go a long way working with
troubled youth. Even when the truth hmts, it hurts nowhere near the amount of pain
caused by a lie. Mean girls do not have to be mean forever, and if given a chance,
they may just surprise everyone.
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The Lost Children: Educating At-Risk Children
Lost - "Ruined or destroyed, either physically or morally; past help or hope; as, a ship lost at sea; a
woman lost to virtue; a lost soul." (Lost)

The boy sits at his desk, trying to look uninterested. He has a small, muscular
frame that he hopes is appealing to girls, but fears coming off looking weak or puny.
Because he is small, he has to have a large attitude to compensate. Others have to
know that he can handle his business despite his short stature. He has a quick tongue
and a quicker temper. His black hair is a little on the greasy side, and his teeth are
slightly crooked when he smiles--ifhe smiles. As he looks around the class, his
classmates appear to be understanding what the teacher is lecturing on for the day.
He doesn't understand any of it. Uninterested soon begins to turn to frustrated,
frnstrated to mad. He wants to be smart like everyone else in the room, but he will
just have to settle for looking tough. Unfortunately for everyone, looking tough
means causing a disturbance, a ruckus, a scene. He will, of course, be put out of the
class or maybe, this time, school altogether. It is better to be cool and aloof than look
stupid.
All teachers have seen this boy or someone like him. As they read, they are
thinking, "That sounds like Colton (or Johnny, or Jacob)." Or, instead ofa boy,
maybe it was a young girl. These children are so far behind in their classroom that
they no longer see the point of their going to school, and sometimes, neitherdo the
teachers. They are the lost children, the students that, for one reason or another, are
labelled as "slow learners" or behavior problems (What is a Slow Learner?). They
are most teachers' nightmares. They are exceptional teachers' "projects."
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These At-Risk youth are patt of every school. Unfortunately, they continue to
slip through the cracks of education in increasingly alarming numbers. According to
the Children's Defense Fund, "every 11 seconds a high school student drops out" of
school (State of America's Children 2010 Repott). "Every 19 seconds a child is
arrested" (State of America's Children 2010 Repott). The numbers become more and
more disturbing as ethnicity becomes an issue. Hispanic and black students are more
likely than white, non-Hispanic youth to drop out of school (High School Dropout
Rates). "In 2000, youths of color accounted for approximately 32 percent of the U.S.
juvenile population, but 58 percent of youth in juvenile facilities" (Multicultural
Issues). While our schools empty, our juvenile detention facilities fill up.
How does this happen? If a child is not in school, the streets quickly become
his teacher. In many cases, nature and nurture work against the child. His home and
neighborhood become obstacles in an already chaotic world of adolescence.
According to Children's Pmtnership, there are 73.9 million children (0 - 17 yrs.)
living in the United States (Facts and Statistics). Of those children, 19% are living in
poverty (Facts and Statistics). Drugs and violence are an everyday reality. Their
environment does not provide many, if any, mentors. Often, the negative activities
the young people engage in are ones he has learned from his own family, friends, and
neighbors. Definitions of right and wrong become twisted. Survival becomes the
goal and becomes equated with the word "success." If the child lives another day, he
is a success in his world. The way he chooses to survive is not as much an issue for
him as it is for society at large.
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How can this change? What will make a difference? Unfottunately, there is
no concise, easy answer. One thing that needs to be recognized is people must look
past the labels of"slow," "bi-polar," and "behavioral problem." Each student is
someone's child. Don't misunderstand these kids. They are not stupid. They are
capable of learning. While such children may not be the best representation of good
students, they need to believe that they can become good students. The director of
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. David Satcher states, "If you can
give young people a reason to believe that they can change their future, then it is
much easier to deal with violence and substance abuse and teenage pregnancy (AtRisk Students Must Believe They Can Change Their Future).
Hope, encouragement, and praise must be at the core of every relationship
between teacher and student. Each child deserves to be shown that someone believes
in them even when he thinks no one does. Students need to know that the world does
not stop in their home, on their block, or in their school. Each boy or girl is not past
hope or help (Lost). They can become valued participants in the classroom once
again. The Lost Children can be found.
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Where I'm From

I am from bike riding,
From bike riding with my friends.
I am from a spotless house
(my mother kept an extremely clean house).
I am from a house
that smelled like a combination of food cooking, cigarette smoke,
And men's cologne (my mama loved to cook and my daddy
smoked cigarettes and wore lots of cologne).
I am from sharing holidays with Big Mama,
From, "shut up before you get bopped in the mouth!"
"You can't change the spots on a leopard!"
"Well, I'll be John Brown!"
I am from going to Sunday school every Sunday,
From youth choir rehearsal, vacation Bible school,
And finally, the church picnic.
I am from chicken and dressing, collard greens,
Macaroni, string beans, and potato salad (Sunday dinner).
I am from the death of my father
on my birthday.
From making it through middle and high school
In a single-parent household.
From graduating at the top of my class,
From earning a master's and an Ed.S. in education,
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From finding my dream husband,
From looking into the eyes of my sweet baby boys,
From ripping and rnnning to t-ball games, karate, and swimming,
From loving my family unconditionally,
From just plain old being me.
I love my life!
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What Makes Life Worth Living?

As I stepped into the smoldering sun,
I was greeted with a kiss from the sun's radiant rays.
I was reminded of all of the little living things around me
that make life wo1ih living.

Everything, from the delightful daffodils dancing in the wind,
to the swaying of the weeping willow tree~,
to the silver sound of the birds chirping,
make life wo1ih living.

One can appreciate the merry march of the ants in a line,
because they walk with pride.
One can appreciate swimming ducks in a row,
because they paddle with a purpose.
Even these things make life worth living.

Beauty is everywhere and can be found in unexpected places.
All you have to do is open your eyes, mind, and heati.
Stop reading for a moment... Listen ... Breathe ...

It is YOU that makes life wo1ih living.
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Lord, Here I Stand
Here,
I stand
before God
waiting, yearning
for a miracle.
In the eyes of my God,
I am wonderfully made.
Lord, please give me the strength to wait
on what you have in store for my life.
Lord, I stand in need of you guidance.

Lord, here I stand in need of your merey.
My feeble soul has become weary.
Lord, give me the strength to just stand.
Lord, I know you are with me.
I know you will keep me.
Lord, give me a sign.
I need you now.
In your son
Jesus'
name.
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Using Differentiated Instruction to Motivate Gifted Students
'
in the Regular English Education Classroom
There has been a growing concern for gifted students in the Jefferson County
school system of Alabama over the past seven years. The district used to have a gifted
program called Resource Learning Center (RLC) which consisted of highly qualified
gifted and talented teachers/specialists who catered to the needs of gifted students. Due
to the economy, this program was eliminated.
In 2007, the Jefferson County school system adopted a new innovative program
called, Laying the Foundation (LTF). LTF is a non-profit organization dedicated to
"providing quality teacher training, rigorous classroom materials, and web-based
resources to improve the quality of English, mathematics, and science instruction"
(www.ltftraining.org). The district believes that the implementation of this program will
lead to high standards of academic excellence for all students. It also believes that this
program will cater to the needs of gifted students who used to receive services from the
RLC program.
After attending several LTF workshops, I found that many of the middle school
English teachers from various schools and districts are experiencing problems with their
gifted students. The students who used to be in RLC now have the option of taking all
pre-Advance Placement (Pre-AP) classes or maybe one or two pre-AP classes as well as
regular education classes. When the gifted students were in RLC, they did not have the
option of taking a combination of classes. Now, we have gifted kids who opted not to
take pre-AP classes in our regular education classes. We also have to deal with gifted
students who are not gifted in English, but have potential to work at a higher level. Now
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everyone is trying to figure out what to do to motivate and address these students'
academic needs in our classrooms.
A common concern that teachers share is how to deal with the gifted students who
are in regular education classrooms. Gifted students do not always make good grades:
They are not gifted all day or in all subjects. For example, a seventh grader may be
reading and comprehending on an eleventh grade level and cannot add fractions. There
are many misconceptions about gifted students. Teachers expect them to make straight
A's, score high on high stakes tests, and always be on their best behavior. This is not
always the case.
With the "No Child Left Behind Law," we as teachers tend to cater to students
with learning disabilities. Sometimes, we get so caught up in making accommodations
for the special education students that we forget about our gifted and talented students. It
seems as if our gifted students are truly getting left behind because they are becoming
bored and turning into behavior problems in the classrooms. Gifted students respond
better to higher level or more complex ideas. With the use of differentiated instruction,
more of these students' academic needs can be met.
Although I have been teaching English for seven years and I have obtained two
advanced degrees, I find it challenging to motivate gifted students who have been
mainstreamed into regular education classes. During the 2010-20 I I school year, I
observed the performance of my students who had been labeled gifted in elementary
school. First, I asked my students if any of them had been labeled "gifted" in elementary
school. Next, I pulled those students' cumulative files and matched those names with my
students' names who had C & D averages on my roster. From that, I picked six girls and
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five boys to observe during the first and second nine weeks. During our Response to
Instruction (RT!) time, I decided to use differentiated instruction to motivate them. The
use of differentiation would increase each gifted student's grade by one letter grade over
a grading period of nine weeks.
To test my hypothesis that the use of differentiated instruction would increase
gifted ih grade students' grade by one letter grade in English language arts, I had to
construct a spread sheet to display the data. The data was taken from each student's
(cohmt group N=l I, 5 boys and 6 girls) 1st and 2nd nine weeks' progress repo1ts. Two
columns were created to represent the I st and 2nd nine weeks' averages of each
participant.
Next, a bar graph was generated to show if the student's grade increased the 2nd
nine weeks after the use of differentiated instruction as a teaching strategy. According to
the bar graph in Figure !,students I and 2's (40%) average increased by one letter grade.
Student 4's (20%) average dropped by 2 points; however, his letter grade did not increase
or decrease. Students 3 and 5 's (40%) average increased; however, the increase was not
enough to increase their average by one letter grade. Their letter grade remained the
same. According to the bar graph in Figure 2, student I, 4, and 5's (50%) average
increased by one letter grade. Student 2 and 3's (33%) average decreased, but their letter
grade remained the same. Student 6's (16%) average dropped by one letter grade.
The hypothesis for this "mini observation" was that the use of differentiation
would increase I 00% of gifted students' (the cohort group) average used in this study by
one letter grade. The data did not reveal that. In fact, the use of differentiation did not
even increase 50% of the students' averages. Fotty-five percent of the students in cohort
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group's averages increased by one letter grade with the use of differentiated instruction.
Nine percent of the students' averages dropped by one letter grade. Twenty-seven
percent of the students' averages dropped, however, their letter grades did not <;hange.

Figure 1
ih Grade Boys' 1st and 2 nd 9 Weeks Averages Before and After
Differentiated Instruction in English/Language Arts
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Figure 2
Grade Girls' l"t and 2 9 Weeks Averages Before and After
Differentiated Instruction in English/Language Arts
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It is important for teachers to change their teaching method every once in a while
to address the learning styles of all students. Although only 45% of the cohmt group's
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averages increased by a letter grade, everyone benefitted from the study. I observed that
100% of the patticipants were interested and motivated to do the project. This method of
instruction is not for everyone, but I observed that the students were engaged and excited
about the material. They were happy to be doing something different. So, using
differentiation gave me the oppottunity to change my method of instruction and
accommodate more learning styles without a decrease in performance between methods.
Works Cited
Laying the foundation. (2009). Mission. (n.d.) Web. Retrieved from
https ://www .ltftraining.org/AboutLTF/Mission.aspx.
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Where I'm From
I am from an antique piano,
from C major to D minor.
I am from the red brick with the white porch,
strong and rectangular in shape,
made of concrete and wrought iron.
I am from the azalea bushes,
the weeping willow
whose long, curvy branches
protected me from the sun.
I'm from fried apple pies and front porch swings,
from the love of Bill and Ann.
I'm from the singers of songs
and the lovers of lyrics,
From listen more and talk less.
I'm from nothing is impossible
with the help from the One above,
and eternity is mine through John 3: 16.
I'm from afternoon walks on country roads,
A cool breeze blowing through the trees
with the sweet smell of honeysuckle.
From the muddy creek with the tire swing,
I couldn't help but jump ... feet first.
I'm from pictures in our family album,
full of yesterday's memories.
From seeing my parents growing older
through the pages of time,
and knowing I am closely following behind them.
I am from all these memories
a legacy of love,
engraved on my hemt forever.
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A Mother's Hands
These are the hands that rocked you to sleep,
Patting your little diapered bottom that
released the sweet smell of baby powder.
These are the hands that prayed for you when you
cried "I want my momma!" moments before your surgery.
How I wanted to take your place!
These are the hands that wave good-bye and tell you to be careful
When you go out with your friends.
These same hande are the ones that pray for you AGAIN
Until I hear the front door open and I know you are safely home.
These are the hands that open your door and shut it quietly
Just to watch you sleep and wipe away a tear ... where did my little boys go?
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Making the Reading and Writing Connection with Students
As teachers, we need to teach our students to read as writers. Not only should
they read for the sake of reading, but they need to be able to develop ideas from the
author's information or point of view. In Reading Like a Writer, F. Smith states, "To
learn to write, children must read in a special kind of way"(558). Students need to be
able to write from reading. They need to be able to ask themselves, "What is the
author trying to tell me?" When students read from the author's point of view, they
tend to read with deeper meaning and understanding. Making this connection
between reading and writing is not always easy for students to do by themselves.
They need demonstrations and modeling to show them how reading and writing are
connected to each other.
One way that teachers can facilitate this connection is through assisting
students in finding topics for writing. This can be a challenging task for students.
Teachers need to read a variety of books in the classroom and spend time discussing
the author's topic and/or point of view. The teacher and the students can discuss the
imagery that each story brings to mind.
In Discover Your Own Literacy, Donald Graves writes that "discussions
which focus on books read, authors' topics, and the writing ideas suggested by
reading and discussing these books should go on throughout the school year. In this
way students will discover the many literate occasions about which they could write"
(123). For example, during the holiday season, students can write on different
holiday and discuss the characteristics or symbols associated with this holiday.
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That students are knowledgeable about their topics is impottant. Students find
it hard to write about something they do not find interesting. This is where the
teacher can offer assistance to the students. Most of my third grade students need
prompts to help them begin their writing assignments, and I often give story related
writing prompts to assist them in developing their writing ideas. I ask a variety of
questions from the stmy and provide time for my students to think and respond to
these questions. Usually our ideas come from our story and the questions we
brainstorm during our reading lesson.
When the students have decided on a writing topic, they next need to strncture
their writing. At this point, I like to use graphic organizers. Sometimes if we can
break the story into smaller pieces, our students can focus better on their writing.
Using time-order words is another way to encourage our students to think about their
writing. These words can assist the students when making the transition between
paragraphs.
Once students have stmted writing and organizing their paragraphs, teachers
will need to help them revise their writing. In The Craft ofRevision, D.M. Munay
states the following:
While students may enjoy putting their ideas down on paper, the vast .
majority do not enjoy revising their writing and often confuse revision
with editing. They do not understand that revision involves relooking
at or reseeing their writing through a fresh perspective and that
revision is an oppmtunity to explore and make clearer one's message,
not a "punishment for failure" as many students think. (128)
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Revision allows students to rethink their ideas and make changes as they feel
necessary.
When making the reading and writing connection, the students need to statt
their writing with a lead sentence that will capture the reader's attention so that he or
she will be encouraged to continue reading. Students can also do this by using
various writing formats and styles.
Written images are also important in effective writing. In Sit Tight, and I'll
Swing You a Tail ... : Using and Writing Stories with Young Children, G.A. Denman
tells us that "written images found in stories provide a finishing polish that add luster
and brilliance to a description" (135). When readers can visualize a story in their
minds, it allows them to experience the story in a new way. Students begin writing
using visual images to create a story and add words to communicate the story to the
reader.
As teachers, we must set the example by writing with our students and
showing them how we learn through writing. Our students also need to see that we
make mistakes in our writing and observe how we correct our mistakes.
We have students in our classroom on different learning levels and will have
to modify what we teach our students, how we teach them, and when to teach them.
Many of our students may be able to work on their own, but we will have to give
direct assistance to some students in a small group setting.
In the atticle, "Learningfi"om Students: An Important Aspect a/Classroom
Organization," Yvonne Siu-Runyan states that "timing is imp01tant because unless
the student is able and ready to receive the information, any attempts at teaching
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concepts, strategies, or skills may be in vain." I agree with this statement because a
student's ability to learn has a lot to do with his or her educational and emotional
maturity level. We need to teach on the level students are on, not the level we wish
they were on. This will be less stressful for our students and for us.
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A Life Transformed
I am from Partridge Family mimicking with towel slung
around shoulders of six loud, singing siblings.
I am from sleek, glamorous Miss America Barbie doll.
I wish I could be Miss America!
I am from tiny, crackled, white and cramped, two-bedroom home
shared by eight cozy family members.
I am from being scuttered from Granny's house
to Grandma's house at Christmas,
hoping that brother wouldn't be pushed
through yellowed, cracked sheetrock walls again.
I am from accepting Christ into my heart at age eight and
eagerly learning right from wrong and abiding.
I am from equality, love, kindness, and respect.
I am from Jerry and Margie's brood of six
and from passing their traditions down
to my own five heartbeats,
including boy-girl double blessings.
I am from "It takes two to tango" and "You reap what you sow;
now get to the garden and pick the peas, corn, and okra."
I am from smooth peanut butter on saltine crackers with marshmallows
toasted to a golden brown and smashed on family Rook night.
I am from once peaceful, now painful, tornado-torn Tuscaloosa,
home of the Tide, to quaint and close-knit Florence
where nature's beauty and the Lions prowl.
I am from plastic boxes full of childhood memories
captured in lost frames of time.
I am from "Here Comes the Bride" three times to "Third time is the charm."
God sent a blessing in soldier's camouflage to love, honor,
and cherish this once disenchanted mother of five.
I am from moments oflife that took my breath,
energized my life, and inspired my soul forever.
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Before and After
Too fat,
Too lazy,
Too much food,
Too much shame.
Too much excess,
Too much gain.
Too much weight;
Too hard to lose.
Two hundred sixty-two,
Is too large a number,
Two hundred of anything
Leaves too much to ponder.
Two hundred miles per hour
Is too fast.
Two hundred dollars
Is too much for a child to grasp.
Too much nobody to talk to
I tried to lose alone.
To lose that much weight.
Is difficult on your own.
To have that surgery
Is too extreme.
To lose half my weight
To gain self-esteem.
Too thin,
Too much pride.
Too ready
To get off this ride.
Too many people
Telling too much advice.
Too many people
Not being too nice.
Too many people
Spend too much time
Wanting to see me
Struggle to climb
To be a big loser
To be healthy and slim
To offer suppott will help
To keep me trim.
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Using Figurative Language and Synonyms to Describe
For some students in the seventh grade, poetry writing is an arduous task. As I
have witnessed in my classroom, some students believe that poetry may not be written
without rhyme, and they explain that they have difficulty finding words that rhyme.
"Poetty has to rhyme, or it is not poetry," say some students. To alleviate some of their
poetry-writing anxiety, one activity that I complete with my students is a poem about the
months of the year, a "Months' Poem," in which students write about all twelve months,
but they use figurative language and synonyms to describe the months and their
holidays.
In this lesson, emphasis is taken away from rhyme, and a focus is placed on the
use of figurative language and synonyms. Students must omit the use of words that
weaken their lines of poetty. I ask students to power-pack their poetry by eliminating
unnecessary words as in the following list: a, an, the, I, you, he, she, it, they, there, and
here. Students may not use words that name the months of the year, nor may they use

the names of the holidays. Several activities must be completed, and sample "Months'
Poems" must be shown before students are asked to complete the assignment.
The first step is to ensure students have an understanding of figurative language.
I show a PowerPoint presentation that encompasses five different kinds of figurative
language: alliteration, assonance, metaphor, simile, and onomatopoeia. The PowerPoint
slideshow gives the definition of each word and examples of each. I allow students to
read the slides to the class. Next, I assign students to mixed groups of low, middle, and
high-performing students. I ask each group of students to find an example of each of the
five different kinds of figurative language in a selected text, and I ask them to share their
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examples with the class. In the next step, students' groups must create original examples
of each of the five different kinds of figurative language and share them with the class.
To show students how to use synonyms to replace the names of the months and
the names of holidays for each month, I researched a Descriptive Words Activity called
"Now Say That Again." In this activity, students are assigned to groups, and they write
a paragraph about a given situation. They are asked not to use key words to explain
their assigned situation. For example, one group of students may have to describe how
to roast a hot dog, but students may not use roast, hot dog, fire, or stick in their
paragraph. After I show students an example paragraph, they write their own
paragraphs, and they share them with the class when they finish. Students must identify
the synonyms that they used to replace the key words.
Following the "Descriptive Words Activity," students may go back to their seats,
and I show them a sample poem that I wrote. The poem is shown from the Elmo
document camera, and after I read the poem aloud, I ask students to find examples of
alliteration, assonance, metaphor, simile, and onomatopoeia. Students also identify the
words that were used as synonyms to replace the names of the months and holidays.
The following is the sample poem by Tammy Hollis:
Variations of Time
Cold, bitter winds chill achy bones.
Year begins anew; start over.
No leaves on lonely trees.
Sweetheart's Day comes;
do not wish to be bare like fi'agi!e, winter trees.
Warm winds march like toy soldiers;
green napkins adom decorated tables
in honor of that famous Saint.
Showers that bring multi-colored flowers
Do not make soggy my dreams of life etemal.
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Leaves bloom folly; floral hues are abundant.
Honor the day of mothers.
Honor the day offathers.
Muggy heat leaves no escape.
No school; spend time bonding withfi-iends.
Crackle, bang, KAPOW! Sounds and sights create a glitte1y night
to remember our independence.
Familiar bells toll.
Return to crowded halls we walk for nine months.
Pursue knowledge.
Humid air ushers in a day to celebrate labor.
Crowds loudly cheer the guy who completes passes.
Make a connection.
Curious minds reflect on how life might have been
if that sailor had not ventured
Weird costumes adorn people parading
door-to-door in search of sweet treats;
No tricks!
Still, cooler air invites a humble day of thanks.
Turkey and blessings beckon reminders of contentment.
As some commemorate The Birth, others rip into wrap;
tearing open ribbon-adorned joys that keep them happy
if only for a few short moments.

The next step involves listing holidays that are associated with each month. On a
"Planning Sheet for the Months' Poem", students make a month-by-month list of all of
the holidays for each month. Students may use an online calendar to complete the
activity. I ask students to share the holidays as they find them.
Before students write their rough draft, I give them a sheet that lists the
guidelines for the assignment. The "Guidelines" sheet contains the procedures for
writing the poem, and it lists the value for each item that must be completed. Also
included is a checklist where students place a check mark next to each completed item.
The guidelines include the following:
Guidelines for "Months' Poem"
Write a poem about the twelve months of the year. In your poem, you
must avoid the use of the names of the months, the names of holidays,
and the names of other special days related to each month (bitihdays,
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football season, weather, and etc.). Your poem must have a title, and it
should have fifteen to twenty lines. Lines about each month must be kept
in order from January through December. You must use at least four
examples of onomatopoeia, alliteration, similes, metaphors, and
assonance in your poem (for example, you may have one use of
onomatopoeia, two uses of alliteration, and one use of assonance for a
total of four, but you MUST use at least THREE kinds of figurative
language). PLEASE POWER-PACK your poem by eliminating the
following unnecessary words: a, an, the, I, you, he, she, it, they, there,
and here. I will allow you to have up to five uses of the "unnecessary"
words as seen in the sample poem "Variations of Time". Please use the
planning sheet to describe what happens in each month. You may use
online resources to find a calendar if a computer is available for your use.
Please use correct grammar, spelling, and capitalization. The assignment
is wo1ih 100 points.
Check here when you complete each item:
_ _ I have written fifteen to twenty lines.
_ _ I have used the required examples of figmative language.
_ _ I have checked my poem for e1rnrs in grammar, spelling, and capitalization.
_ _ I have included events for each month of the year, and the months are in correct
order.
_ _ The poem has a title.
_ _ I did not use too many "unnecessary words".
_ _ I used the planning sheet to plan my poem.
_ _ I have a processed and printed final draft.

After students write a rough draft, I allow students to edit the poems. After peer
editing, I check each poem and ask students to process and print a final draft. They will
share their final drafts with the class during a presentation on an assigned day.
This lesson involves various methods of instruction, including a PowerPoint
presentation, group work, and teacher modeling. The Alabama Course of Study
objectives for grade seven that are included in this lesson are as follows: use figurative
language and synonyms when composing in various genres; compose various genres of
literature by imitating style, form, and purpose; demonstrate listening skills in group
discussions; use the writing process to compose a poem; use technology to create and to
communicate; and apply grammar conventions in writing (Alabama Course of Study).
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This activity is adaptable for many grade levels, and students find the task to be a
worthwhile challenge.
Works Cited
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Without Writing ...
We could never read
a book
a story
a letter from a friend
a recipe
a love note.
We could never see
a movie
a billboard
a ballgame
an opera
a constitution
We could never hear
a radio program
a politician's speech
a preacher's sermon
a poet's ode
a teacher's lesson
We could never be
a teacher
a doctor
a social being
a communicator
an educated person.
Without writing, we are nothing.
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The Death of the Sun
You do not change; you are the constant oneI am the fickle moon, you are the sun.
Joe Whitten
The day we met I knew I'd found my soul,
The inner light, the piece to make me whole.
Into my pale existence you brought sunWith you I blossomed, we two joining as one.

Our lives passed by through many happy days
Of love and laughter given in many ways.
We grew into a family richly blessed
by boundless acts of your beneficence.

So happy was I, I never even dreamed
Of a day when my sun would cease to beam.
The years were kind; your health was always goodThat your light would dim I never understood.

So wrapped in my cocoon of blissfulness
Was I, in all my naive foolishness,
I only saw my sun shine down on me,
To be with me for all eternity.
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I only knew, through all our days of love
That you were my light sent from heav'n above
While I, without your bright and cheerful glow,
Became mere moonlight on the evening snow.

Unlike the moon, the sun does always shine;
Its light a promise that will be forever mine.
Unlike the moon, the sun is always there
Even in times when I am unaware.

Why, then, do I feel my sun has me left
With aching heart and soul that is bereft?
My sunshine's died, piercing me like a dart,
Leaving me alone without my very heart.

Each day that passes, still I breathe my breath,
And mourn the light that faded with your death.
Once more, I need the missing part, my soul,
I need you back before I can be whole.
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How I Plan to Improve My Students' Reading Skills
Reprinted from the 2005 Anthology

For the past two years, I have been part of the Jacksonville State University Writing
Project's National Reading Initiative Team and, as such, have learned so much more about the
teaching of reading than I ever thought I could need to know. After all, I am an English
instructor with no training in the teaching ofreading; besides, college students already know
how to read, don't they? What I have discovered in my journey into the area of reading is that
all good teachers should be reading teachers and that students at all grade levels need to be
guided to improve their reading skills.
One of the things I have learned is that finding ways to improve reading
comprehension is a necessity if teachers are going to enhance students' reading skills.
Comprehension is the "why" we read; if there is no understanding, recognition of sounds and
words and text has no significance. Since comprehension constitutes the primary reason for
reading, improving students' comprehension skills must become a priority for teachers. Yet
this improvement only comes when teachers provide specific strategies for students to use to
achieve better understanding of what they read. Such reading comprehension strategies allow
students to "think through" what they read by making predictions, asking questions, clarifying
meaning, using word pictures, and relating text to themselves and their worlds, among other
things (Alabama Reading Initiative: "What Do Skillful Readers Do?"). According to Kylene
Beers, prominent expett on the teaching of reading, in her book Reading Strategies
Handbook, active reading consists of "marking/highlighting text, asking questions, reacting

and connecting, predicting, visualizing, and clarifying," which is what using reading
comprehension strategies allows readers to do (45).
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I have determined, based on my new-found knowledge about reading comprehension,
that I will incorporate several different reading comprehension strategies into the work of my
English Composition classrooms from this point on. I will work with my students to make
sure they understand how to use the strategies, and I will monitor their progress as readers. I
have several strategies in mind to use with specific gemes they will be reading. I also plan to
have them use strategies that are pre-reading strategies, during-reading strategies, and afterreading strategies.
Among the pre-reading strategies I plan to teach my students to use is the KWL Chatt,
basically because it allows the students to come back after reading to affirm new knowledge
they have gained. The Kin KWL is what students already know about the topic-their prior
knowledge; the Wis what students would like to know or want to know about the topic-their
intellectual curiosity; the L is what the students learn about the topic from the reading they
do-the reading comprehension that adds new knowledge to their knowledge base. A KWL
chart might look like this for the topic of the Holocaust when students have been assigned
Elie Wiesel's Night (which my freshmen read in EH 101)
WHAT I KNOW

WHAT I WANT TO KNOW

WHAT I LEARNED

Killing of Jews by Hitler
during WWII
Concentration Camps
Cremation of Jews
Brought other nations into
the war

Why did the Jews not fight
back more?
What was life in a
concentration camp like?
How could the rest of the
world let something like this
happen?

Many Jews were in denial;
others felt passiveness was
their only chance for
survival.
The prisoners lacked food,
clothing, medical care, and
all the things necessary for
people to feel human.
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This sample, of course, is just a skeleton chart; with my classes, we may brainstorm
together to fill in the K column; they may work in groups to come up with items for their W
column; and they may complete the L column while they are reading. However we use this
chart, it will provide the students with a resource for better understanding of the Holocaust
and of Wiesel's book, as well.
Another pre-reading strategy I plan to use is the prediction summary. To implement
this strategy for a piece of text, I will choose five to seven key words from the text the
students will be assigned to read and give the words to the students, instructing them to write
a paragraph predicting what the text they will write will be about, using the words in any
order in the paragraph. I may use this strategy with a descriptive essay by Eudora Welty,
"The Corner Store," giving them such words and phrases as these: "dill pickle brine,"
"shelves," "boxes of sparklers gathering dust," "Crackerjack boxes," "Orange Crnshes," and
"Mr. Sessions." I would expect the students to be able to write a paragraph about the things
one would find in a store with just these words. Once they have made their predictions, they
will be ready to engage with Welty's text with their curiosity aroused. They will also be
better able to discuss the sensory impressions descriptive writing evokes from the reader.
One of the gemes my freshmen read text in is comparison/contrast. A during-reading
strategy that I will be using this year with Bruce Catton's "Grant and Lee: A Study in
Contrasts" is the Venn Diagram. The Venn Diagram will allow the students a visual look at
the differences and the similarities between Grant and Lee and will enable them to see more
clearly the way Catton uses both the block method and the subject-by-subject methods of
comparing and contrasting in organizing the essay. Not only will the students enhance their
comprehension through the use of this graphic organizer, but they also will have a model for
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organizing the comparison/contrast essays they will write.
So many other reading comprehension strategies exist that I will almost certainly use
others in my classroom this year and in the future. Certainly, I will encourage my students to
use text-marking as a comprehension aid, whether it be through actual notation on the pages
of their text or by using Post-It notes. Double entry journals will more than likely make their
way into my classroom. To complete such a journal on a patticular topic, students will, in the
left column, copy quotations from passages they are reading and, in the right column, write
responses to the quotations. In EH I 02 in the spring, I will use this comprehension strategy
with plays like Hamlet and Oedipus Rex. We will do think-alouds in which students will make
connections between text they have read and their own lives or the world. We will use this
strategy when my students read Newsweek, one of the nonfiction texts they must have in
addition to the reader.
As long as reading and writing expetts such as Kylene Beers, Kelly Gallagher, Jim
Burke, and others keep writing books filled with strategies such as those mentioned above,
teachers in all content areas will have at their disposal the tools to improve the reading
comprehension skills of the students they teach. The strategies work just as well in the
elementary classroom as they do in the college classroom and as well in the mathematics
classroom as they do in the English classroom. All the good teachers of the world need to do
is to acquaint themselves with strategies that are easily adaptable to the subjects they teach.
Every teacher-not just the reading teachet~must engage students in activities that will
improve their reading skills, for as Sir Richard Steele said, "Reading is to the mind as exercise
is to the body" (The Tatter, No. 147).
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Where I Am From
I am from heroes,
I am from a first-sergeant and an officer.
The United States Air Forces my sister and I lived every day.
I am from parents who met at basic training,
Who matl'ied and shared two girls with challenging careers,
I am from parents who didn't let us stray far away.
You let my father tell it up to this day.
"If you weren't Air Force, you really have nothing to say".
I am from Germany, from Japan, from Hawaii, from Texas and from Georgia.
I am from different environments that diversified my family and me
To live outside the box of Anniston, Alabama.
I am from devoted grandparents who flew wherever to pick us up during summer break.
I am from questions of enthusiastic friends who thought it was amazing being
A military family at all times.
I am from sadness of!eaving family, schools, and friends.
When it was time to move and start all over again.
I am from blessings of experiences that everyone cannot share.
Whose heatt goes out to the military family of today.
I give thanks to God that my parents didn't succumb to a war that has taken so many
away.
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African Americans Inventions
Horseshoe
Tallying machine
Heating furnace
Attachment for lawn mowers
Apparatus for washing vehicles
Ruler template for computer keyboard
Improved the fountain pen from dipping to adding ink into pen
File holder
Gun
Gate latch
Folding chair
Blood bank
Inventions greatly improved the agricultural output and the health of southern farmers
Potato chips
Applying dyes to the side of the soles and heels of shoes
A device that helped develop photographs
A leak stopper for hoses
The street letter drop mailbox with a hinged door that closed to protect the mail
Gas mask
Folding cabinet bed
Steam engine lubricator
Traffic light
Revolutionized sugar processing
Beauty and hair care products
Wrench
Therapeutic lamps
Air Conditioning for truck and railroad transportation of food
Camera
Developed Carbon Arc Lights, Improved Thomas Edison's Light Bulb
Caterer's tray table
Bicycle support
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Extracurricular Activities
For extra-curricular activities in my classroom, I have each student research each
President of the United States of America. I discovered this research makes my students
more familiar with important information that reveals itself over the years. I also found
out that researching each president definitely prepares my students to pass the history
portion of the exit exam. My main focus is to have my students learn about major events
that have made our country what it is today. This information will provide enough
knowledge for students to pass the exit exam as well as learn the basic information every
American needs to know about his history. I also get them to read and write.
One assignment I use at least twice a month is a trip to the library. Once my class
enters the library they know exactly what to do since I have modeled the assignment for
them. They start looking immediately for some type ofresource that will provide
information about the president to be researched. Our first President is researched in the
classroom to learn the format and to get the feel of the lesson plan in a more private and
guided environment. All other Presidents are researched in the library.
I personally expect my students to include five imp01iant things in their research
papers: the five W's of who, what, when, where and why. Ifmy students incorporate the
five W's in their research papers, most likely they will have a better chance to accomplish
what I am searching for in grading. Sometimes my students feel intimidated by this
lesson plan until I set the format for writing. Once they learn the format, which is very
casual, they seem to enjoy the assignment.
Some of the research papers are more like a biography at first, but when they get
used to using the five W's effectively, everything runs smoothly from there. Incorporating
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the five W's effectively in any research paper will earn them a grade that they can be
proud of receiving.
My students like to spend more time on researching Presidents once they
discover the knowledge the research process has given them. For example, most students
are in total disbelief that we have presidents that are so underrated while others are
overrated. For instance, The Louisiana Purchase was an enormous victory for Thomas
Jefferson, but once my students discovered that James K. Polk formed nine Western
States including Texas, and that they became members of the Union under his
presidency, they are excited about their research on Polk.
My students were shocked that Polk was responsible for purchasing some of the
most beautiful land that our country holds today. They asked questions like "who was
James K. Polk?" and "why doesn't history remember him the way that it remembered
Thomas Jefferson?" This leads the class into another discussion about forgotten
presidents and the great contributions they made to our country.
Supplementary curriculum activities are not hard to find if teachers make them
interesting. Students seem to be enthusiastic when they learn something new.
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Applying Economics and Government to the Real World
According to Webster's Dictionmy and Thesaurus, economics is "the science
which treats production, distribution, and consumption of commodities," and
government is "the authoritative administration of public policy and affairs of a
nation, state or city; the system or policy by which a political unit is governed; any
governed territory, district, or area." What does this mean for you and me? We all
know that economics will help us in our daily life. It will help us consider the costs
and benefits whether we are buying a home, a car, clothes, or groceries.
As an economics and government teacher, I have found this definition of
economics to apply to everyday life. Economics and government are both used
everyday by all of us; therefore, the first semester I teach Economics, I try to involve
my students with real-life situations that they can connect with from the curriculum.
The first order of business I apply to my students is to create a job for them and
distribute a bi-weekly paycheck while they write checks and balance their own
checkbook for the consumption of commodities that are necessary to live.
Many ofmy students are from privileged families and have no idea of how
hard it is to live. My objective is to teach my students that the majority of society
has to work to live. Most of my students are college bound because their parents are
college graduates, and the majority of my students are part of small classes; therefore,
it becomes very easy to give students one-on-one learning experiences.
I normally start my economics students off with a nine-month salary that
comes to about $30,000. This salary is not an annual salary but is based on a
nine-month school term. With a nine-month salary, I usually divide $30,000 by
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nine which is $3,333 a month gross pay. Since they get paid bi-weekly, students
receive a gross pay of$1,666 per pay period. After taxes, I came up with about $1,296
for take home pay. Government taxes really get my students hot, and they start
complaining fast. I then have them research a place to live by bring in a real estate book
that lists local homes for sale or rent. This research gets them ready for everyday life.
Once they find a place to live, we total up their monthly mortgage payments.
Next, we decide if they will purchase a car, new or used, and of course, they all
want new cars. We find the car each student wants and give each student a good credit
rating. Now, the students are paying a mortgage payment as well as a car payment each
month.
Most of my students are not interested in furniture, but they swear they have to be
dressed from head to toe in the best. Here we go again, figuring out a payment plan for
shopping. No one has asked about the main bills, such as gas, water, and lights, so I have
to place them out there for their well-being; otherwise, they will have no utilities. Now
they are feeling the effects of so many people who live from paycheck to paycheck, and
they hate it.
At first, students are not too successful in my class because every one of them
will file bankruptcy within four or five months. This is one experience all my students
seem to like and take very seriously once they learn that they can't spend money on
unrealistic things all the time. They really cannot believe they go bankr'upt and demand to
know how something like this could happen. By this time, I am teaching government.
When I explain government in terms of everyday life situations, my students
get quite upset. When they are told that the government gets their money straight off
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the top of their paychecks, they think that the government is some type of villain.
Who knows? Maybe they are right? I also explain to my students that the government
plays many roles such as introducing regulations and giving away free money for college
and helping Third World countries. This does not seem to be an important issue for my
students. The only people they are concerned about are themselves.
My next assignment with my class consists of dividing them into three separate
branches since our government is divided into three branches. The Executive Branch
consists of the president, vice president and other executive officials that make up the
presidential cabinet. The main function of this branch is to execute the laws created by
Congress. Next is the Legislative Branch, which holds the Congress, the House of
Representatives, and the Senate. All three branches have their work cut out for them.
Once I teach them what each branch is responsible for, everything else is not so
complicated to them anymore. I explain that the legislative branch is put into place to
make the laws. The Congress is composed of two houses. One house is the House of
Representatives, and the other is the Senate. The house has the sole power to impeach
federal executives and judicial officers. The last branch is the Judicial Branch, which
consists of the Supreme Comt and the courts composed of the Judicial Branch. The
Courts are responsible for interpreting the laws of the United States by following the U.S.
Constitution.
Once my class is divided into three branches, we work through different
scenarios such as voting on field trips and classroom rules. For example, if anyone
breaks any rules in the classroom, I call the House into session, and I let the accuser
defend himself and leave the punishment up to the House to decide.
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Incorporating Economics and Government into the classroom has given my
students a perspective on what it really takes to live in the United States as well as coping
with the United States Government.
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Moments
Cold winds squelch holiday cheer; routine is renewed- rendering relief.
And so the year begins.
Fleeting days and interminable nights lead to doldrums- wintiy despair.
Vexed by Hallmark and hea1t-shaped boxes, singles weep with forgetful patiners
while lucky lovers celebrate.
Slowly daylight gains in seconds and loosens the chilling grasp
and the wistful whisper of the sleeping season teases sleepy souls
and soon, life will spring anew.
Saints are celebrated in green and drink while students count to midterm break.
Dogwoods bloom and fragrant afternoons delight those
children who dream of laden baskets and stalking eggs on sunny Sunday morn
to rich, resonating dingdong ringing of those hallowed bells.
Maternal love is blessed for patience
while paternal love is praised for strength.
In a blink, days have lengthened
bringing families together for crackling fires and lakeside picnics
while Chinese a1t dances in brilliantly bursting color,
shrilly screeching through humid blackened skies.
Back-to school sales and freshman orientation
beautiful young faces saunter to rooms of knowledge
followed by one final three-day-weekend of our favorite season.
As dog days pass to cooler evenings,
booming bands and cheering fans fill weekend stadium stands.
Costume patties and mini monsters create a creepy-crawling eve
giving way to shotier days and thankful families
who gather 'round roasted turkeys and gorge on grandma's stuffingdiets are long forgotten.
Caroling and decorating and stolen kisses under mistletoe
and anxious children earnestly awaiting
as freshly baked cookies are fragrantly prepared
and placed before the heatih for the little ones' jolly friend.
Ah! What wonderful mixture of peace and frenzy
dwindling calendar days do bring.
Moments shaped by simple seconds
signaling another year's adieu.
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The Chase
The crunching of footsteps on shriveled, shrunken leaves resonated sickeningly in
her straining ear. Beads of perspiration popped across her beleaguered brow as her
breathing quickened in short shallow gasps. Bit by bit and with painstaking precision so
as not to budge her body, she slowly and silently raised her head, leering cautiously to
examine the landscape beyond the brush and brambles for a glimpse of her pursuer's
form. Determining his proximity was vital.
Permitting panic would inevitably condemn her to detection and defeat, yet fear
was overtaking her, and her mind began to plead with her heart to squelch its thoracic
thumping. Up till now, she had managed to elude him; her tracker had been held at bay.
Her familiarity of the vicinity and her willingness to clamber through the dht had saved
her, but he was getting close. She was out of options; any movement would give her
away. She had to focus; she had to think. Could she outrun him if she had to? Of this,
she was not sure.
Her careful maneuvering had brought her into the range of sanctuary, but there
were still a hard ten yards of densely wooded vegetation between her and her refuge.
Could she outrun him? Could she make it to safety before he brought her down? Or
could she conceal herself until he exhausted himself and conceded the search for his
quarry? Reeling, her mind dizzied at these thoughts. All the while the menacing,
tramping footsteps grew closer and closer and closer.
Suddenly, she sprang from her concealment. Through the briars she dashed with
no regard for her tearing flesh. Through the low limbs that pelted her knees and over the
rutted, rocky terrain that wobbled her ankles, she stumbled and ran. The tromping of his
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boots was echoing near. She could see her asylum looming ahead, so she mustered her
strength and pushed fotward. She let out a wail as the tips of his' fingers touched the nape
of her neck.
"I Got ya! You're it!" he howled triumphantly. "Go count to twenty."
Covered in grime, muttering "cheater," and completely dejected, she toddled to
the old blackjack oak, pressed her arms on the tiunk, a11d buried her head. "OneMississippi, two-Mississippi, three ... "
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Connecting Students: Combining Traditional Texts with
Contemporary Texts
Information is available to the twenty-first century student in an unprecedented
manner. The Internet and Smartphones alone have made the obtaining of facts as simple
as the pressing of buttons. Yet, students are struggling more than ever with taking in the
information they obtain and applying that information to real world problems in logical
ways. Language aits teachers are in a unique position to help students bridge the gap that
exists between the overload of information and the application of information. Literature
has the ability to help a student recognize issues that are common to all humans and to
apply this recognition to himself or herself and the world around him or her. However,
this is only possible if a teacher can get students to read the assigned material. The issue
then is one of what to assign students to read so that they may learn to apply the
instructive knowledge gained from the texts. Should students be assigned traditional
texts? Should students be assigned contemporary texts? Perhaps the solution can be
found in the combination of traditional texts with contemporary texts.
There is no doubt that traditional texts have their place in the classroom. Works
by Shakespeare, Donne, Shelley, Poe, et cetera have stood the test of time and deal with
universally human matters. When students recognize that people have always struggled
with controlling parents after reading Romeo and Juliet, or that bad seduction routines are
nothing new after reading "The Flea," or that scientific advancement has always spawned
questions of ethics after reading Frankenstein, or that people have always had a
fascination with the criminal mind after reading "The Tell-Tale Heart," they are
connecting with universal trnths about human nature. As Mark Pike explains with the
support ofW. Iser, "literary texts are resistant to the course of time, 'because their
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strncture allows the reader to place himself [sic] within the world of fiction' (Iser). The
indeterminacy of a text created in the past allows it to be experienced and recreated in the
present" (358). This recreation of the past to the present is the connection to universal
trnth that students should achieve from reading traditional texts.
To replace traditional texts completely with contemporary texts would be a
disservice to students. That being said, language mis teachers have to first find a way to
get students to read traditional texts. Upon first glance, the language of traditional texts
might appear inaccessible to the modern student who is used to the concise language of
newspaper and magazine articles, biogs, text messaging, et cetera. By interviewing
teachers and students, Gregg Toppa examines this problem in his article and offers the
modern teacher suggestions from his findings. Toppa suggests that contemporary
literature is more accessible to the twenty-first century student because it uses language
that students are more comfotiable with, and it often deals with characters who are
searching for themselves which is a very relatable topic to the average high school and
college student (Contempormy VS. Classic). Contemporary literature offers the twentyfirst century teacher and student a strong point for delving into literature and helps
students begin to understand the depth that can be gained from analyzing a piece of
literature and connecting the lessons learned from reading the work to the real world.
The use of contemporary literature allows students to begin to connect to those
universal human trnths. Once students can see the common experiences of humans in
contemporary pieces, they are usually ready to accept them in more traditional works and
more willing to make the effoti of reading the traditional works in spite of the language
that might appear to be inaccessible at first. As a matter of fact, "Teachers have the
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obligation to make the texts and themes relevant through the inclusion of modern texts
alongside canonical literature, which will allow students to make a personal connection
with a variety of contemporary and classic texts" (Yuhas 1-2). Of course, this adds a new
problem for instructors, and that is what contemporary texts should be included alongside
traditional texts. A teacher might find great success in having students watch an episode
of CB S's Criminal Minds and then read Poe's "The Tell-Tale Heart." Or, an instructor
might bring in several articles dealing with different sides of the debate over stem cell
research and then have the students read Mary Shelley's Frankenstein. An activity that
has a great deal of personal success for this instructor involves the reading of Elie
Weisel's Night and specific poems by William Blake. The poems by William Blake that
are chosen for students directly deal with the inhumane conditions that orphans were
subjected to during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Using the modern
nonfictional work alongside the more traditional fictional work allows students to make
strong connections about the universal nature of the inhumanity that runs throughout
humankind, regardless of the historical period. Making these connections, students are
better able to isolate thematic aspects from both texts and use textual suppmt to defend
their arguments on those aspects. Students are also better able to appreciate the ability of
fictional texts to offer real world relevance and real world solutions.
Thus, the argument over the importance of using contemporary literature in the
classroom is not an argument for the preclusion of traditional literature. Rather, the two
are becoming essential partners in the modern classroom. It is tluough the partnership of
contemporary and traditional literature that educators can "expose [students] to a sense of
tradition, of evolving fictional and dramatic and poetic forms, of, above all, recurring
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human themes ... aimed to foster a sense of continuity, through this exposure"
(Spencer). It is this continuity that students need to recognize because this is what will
help them realize the ttue connection between literature, past and present, and the world
they inhabit. Educators cannot ignore the fact that students are strnggling with the
application of information in this world of information overload. Though it is an
umeasonable notion to suggest that the mere combination of contemporary and
traditional literature will solve the problems created from the readily accessible
information of the technological age, it is reasonable to suggest that the enticement and
cormection that can be attained between contemporary and traditional literature by
twenty-first century students will greatly increase these students ability to logically apply
the information gained from the reading of literary texts to the world they inhabit. And,
this is a goal that language atts teachers should strive to achieve.
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Where I'm From
I am from sprinklers,
from singing Whitney Houston at the top ofmy lungs.
I am from climbing trees to read a good book.
(Feeling like Huck Finn;
I was a very solitary child.)
I am from the rolling hills,
the honeysuckle bush
whose sweet nectar provided more entertainment than sustenance.
I am from crazy memories that now bring laughter,
ugly baby dolls and swimming pool covers.
I am from eating a sandwich with my mom
on a blanket in the living room,
from the smell of brown paper bags in her back seat
that signaled a home-cooked meal.
I am from dirt roads and covered casseroles.
I am from Grandmama's biscuits and applesauce, Ramen noodles and Grapico,
From MawMaw and Nannie Woodham.
I'm from the sock-feet
and the zerberts,
from "let me say this about that" and "you don't mean it."
I'm from Oh Victory in Jesus
at every special church gathering
and frilly dresses that made me feel like a queen.
I'm from Uncle Harold's drug store,
drinking cheny Slushies with my sister.
From that same sister crying and screaming
at the loss of our MawMaw,
the eyes of my daddy glistening with the first tears I ever saw him shed
over the death of his own father.
In the back of the house was a box,
filled with yellowed photographs and home movies,
images of Italy and Rio, high-waisted bellbottoms and thick-rimmed glasses,
faces of people dear to me and people I never knew.
I am from the moments I keep, the moments I share,
and the moments I will create.
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Applying Film Study in the English Language Arts
Classroom
Ask administrators what they think about movies in the classroom, and most will
probably say that they have no place there, that they are simply used when teachers need
a break from teaching. I must admit that in most of my high-school career, this was
completely the case. Teachers would turn on a movie when they needed to catch up on
lesson plans or, in some cases, kick their feet up on their desk and read the newspaper.
Movies would be shown under the guise of facilitating learning. I apologize to all ofmy
old teachers, but watching Band ofBrothers taught me absolutely nothing about
government, and Lord of the Rings, although wonderful, did not lead me to a greater
appreciation of music. Unfortunately, there are even those teachers who do not preview
movies before they show them to a class or simply do not realize what is inappropriate
for students to see. In Chicago, for example, a substitute was sued for causing
psychological distress to a female student by showing the R-rated Brokeback Mountain,
which, for many reasons, should have been an obvious no-no (Daly). Incidents such as
these have led parents and teachers to deny the usefulness of films in the classroom,
keeping many teachers' hands tied who would use these films to spark students'
creativity and to inspire deeper learning.
My view is that film can hold a significant place in the English language arts
classroom. If a teacher truly grasps the importance and has adequate knowledge of how
to teach films effectively, he or she can have an enormous impact in students' learning.
Film is its own form of art, with theories and criticism. Each film has its own creator, its
author, so to speak. Film is a creative and at1istic expression, with depth and emotion. If
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parents and administrators can agree that Shakespeare should be taught in the English
language arts classroom, they should agree that film should be taught as well. It is the
same premise: art that stimulates the mind and the imagination.
Well-made films can provide students with intense studies of genre that can be
related to literature studies. Anyone who reads a description ofaJolm Wayne film, even
ifhe or she cannot pinpoint the particular film, would surely be able to identify the genre
as Western simply based on the setting and the action. According to William V.
Constanzo, "genre can be studied as a formal sign system, with codes and conventions
that distinguish it from other genres" (79). Thus, learning to "read" genre in film is
similar to identifying genre in literature, and it requires just as much knowledge of
grammar, vocabulary, and elements that constitute ce1tain genres. Constanzo gives
teachers discussion questions that can be used when relating film to genre studies in his
book Great Films and How to Teach Them:
•

Where do movies of this kind take place?

•

Who are the main characters?

•

What stories do they tell?

•

What are the familiar scenes?

•

What props do they use?

•

What makes their visual style unique?

•

What do we expect on the sound track? (81-83)

Thus, the teacher is introducing literary terms like setting, protagonist, antagonist, and

plot, while also incorporating ideas of mt and music. By allowing students to compare
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and contrast such elements among books, as well as films, teachers will be deepening
their knowledge using a means that is more appealing to students: visual ente1iainment.
Just as with literature, discussions about film can be profound, using factual
questioning associated with the senses (What did you hear and see in this scene?) as well
as personal questioning (How did this scene make you feel and think?). Contextual
questioning can direct the students to comparison and contrast leading to deeper
understanding. Using analysis and evaluation of films can also lead to better writing
about literature. When students can learn to visualize a text through a film, especially
one that relates to a story that they have just read or will read, their writing will, in turn,
become richer and more descriptive. They will learn to describe what used to be too
abstract for them to envision.
The main goals of using film in the classroom are to reach more students and to
help them learn. It has nothing to do with laziness on the part of the teacher. In fact, a
teacher who is truly "teaching" a film will have to do even more work in investigating the
best films (and the best versions of films) screening the film for any censorship issues,
choosing significant scenes, developing probing discussion questions, etc. If, in the end,
the students obtain a better understanding of mi, literature and film, if they deepen their
knowledge of literary elements, if they can begin to visualize the text, they will become
better and more enthusiastic readers. No parent or administrator could argue with results
like that.
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Another Boring Research Paper?!
"All right, class, it's time to begin working on our research papers." This
announcement is one that inevitably seems to make almost any English student cringe, as
well as most English teachers. We all know that it our job to prepare students for this allimpottant writing task because it teaches skills that will be utilized in other classes and
throughout life; however, research 0paper writing seems to be one of the most daunting
tasks to teach and implement well. Students simply do not want to write the traditional
research paper, and if English teachers are truly honest with themselves, they do not want
to have to read over 100 of them every year. There must be a way to teach the research
process while adding a level of creativity and interest that is not involved in traditional
research papers.
The basic research process involves steps such as choosing a topic, focusing the
topic by forming a thesis, gathering information, preparing and outlining the paper, and
finally, compiling the information into a coherent paper after drafting, revising, and
editing. These steps can be utilized in research without subjecting the student and the
teacher to an extensive research paper.
One alternative is the popular I-Search paper. In this type of paper, students
choose a subject to investigate and write about the process of that investigation,
incorporating information about where they looked and what they found. This is a good
way to introduce research to younger and older students because they are allowed to go
through the process ofresearch with the exception of defending a thesis; therefore, they
can focus on gathering information and add the thesis at a later time. Another major
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advantage of this type of paper is that it cannot be plagiarized as it is simply a
documentation of the students' own research (always a significant benefit for teachers).
A perfect way to transition into thesis writing is to have students write an opinion
piece defending and supporting a thesis to develop a strong, valid argument. In this type
of writing, the major focus is on finding information that specifically supports their thesis
on a topic. Not only will this type of piece assist students with their thesis writing, but it
allows for wonderful oppot1unities for debate. As the students will most likely be
arguing controversial and relevant topics of interest, they will be more engaged in their
research. To add another level of motivation, the teacher could have the students write a
letter to the editor or an op-ed piece to be published in a school or local publication.
Students will not be quite as disgruntled when you check their sources if they know that
numerous people will be reading their work.
Creative writing is another wonderful way to engage students in research while
adding a level of interest. Students research historical events or people and create a
journal entry or a skit that can be performed in front of the class. Not only does this
engage the students with creative and active thinking, but also they are more likely to
work harder to get accurate information because they know that they will be sharing their
information not only with the teacher, but also with their classmates.
Fantasy scenarios work in the same way, as students must use their imagination
and research skills simultaneously. In this type of writing, the teacher will give the
students a scenario, such as explaining how they will spend $1,000,000. Once the student
has chosen their desired spending, they must research this so as to explain the
implications of such a decision. For example, if a student chooses to spend the money to
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produce a Broadway musical, he or she must research Broadway to give information on
how the money will need to be spent. This adds interest in a special way because
students are allowed to choose something of interest to them and find more information.
Additionally, creative writing is always more fun to write ... and to read.
An addition that will challenge students to take their research to the next level is
to make the research a multimedia project. In these research projects, students are asked
to use images, words, and sound to present information from their research. Students can
use PowerPoint, videos, Animoto, and more. In this way, not only are students using
technology and creativity, but they are also improving their presentation skills.
Any of these alternatives to the traditional research paper can be adapted to most
levels of education, from elementary to college. There is no need to have grnnts and
groans resound in the classroom when a research assignment is announced. With these
projects and papers, students are still using the research process to compile information in
writing. Moreover, they are using their creative skills, technological skills, and
presentation skills, in some cases, to enhance the experience and add levels of interest to
the research process. Once students realize that research does not have to be agonizing, it
will be much easier to morph their writing into a more professional form.
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Where I'm From
I am from playing outside until the street lights come on
From loud music that leaves your eardrnms ringing, loud talking that stirs debate, and
loud hysterical laughing where tears roll down your cheeks

I am from gossip that starts with phrases like honey child and this is just between me
and you
Sayings like you got all the book sense and no common sense, and you oughta be shame
of yourself
I come from a parentless home at end of a school day and a single parent home on
other <lays
I come from family names like Granny, Bobby Joe, and Pookie
I come from Sunday school, 11 o' clock service and the 3 o'clock service ... church all

<lay to make a kid rather just go to hell rather than stay another minute
Grilling out in the summer and even during the winter blizzard because a good smoke
gets even the unreliable family members to show up

I come from two choices: college or the army, but you got to leave here
From playing hide and go seek, red light green light, and hang man
From immature games like "that's your car" when we would look for the ugliest car on
the road and tease each other, or "bingo" where we would in turn find the nicest car on
the road and promise that we would drive it one day

I come from a family of teachers who are strong disciplinarians and from a legacy of
excellence,
from a grandfather whose spirit of pride for nothing but the best still lingers around our
family even after death
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JAM
I am confident and optimistic

I wonder what the future holds for me
I see flowers blooming signifying old things passing, and newness covering
the emih

I want a blissful life that brings sheer amazement to others
For this I must be confident and optimistic

I pretend I am a Goddess, an empress who rnles over many

I feel my heati trembling; reminding me there's still life in me
I touch the mist of breath I exhale which reminds me of God's relevance in

my life
I won-y my dreams are unattainable, maybe they're too far-fetched
I cry over death, loss of hope, vanished dreams, and over the end of
relationships
But still ... I am confident and optimistic

I understand life is about choices, and God gives us freewill
I say all things are possible through Christ which strengthens me
I dream God will pair me with a compatible mate to share a blessed life with
I try to show love and compassion for others; this is what God commanded
I hope my dreams come true one day; I am driven by them constantly
I must remain confident and optimistic
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What a First Year Teacher Should Know
OJT--On the job training is all that could ever prepare a teacher for being a teacher!
No amount of lectures, case studies, student teaching, practicum, or research can accurately
prepare the newbie for what's to come. First year teachers quickly learn that having a
classroom of his or her own is a daunting experience that tests the inner core of a human
being. A first year teacher must know a few areas that will be put to the test: patience, mental
strength, maturity level, time management skills, and resourcefulness.

If a person is weak in any of these areas, I would suggest rethinking going into education. All
of these areas are important in considering the first time inside the classroom.
When a new teacher steps into his or her first classroom full of children, it can be
intimidating. They are all waiting for instruction, and are just as nervous as, if not more than,
the teacher. However, it is then that the teacher realizes all of the responsibilities that come
with teaching. There are little people that are actually relying on the teacher for guidance,
education, help, understanding, parenting, motivation, and love. The best advice anyone ever
gave was that in order to teach, one must first love. The kids can quickly sense the teacher
who's just there for the monthly allowance; however, they also pick up on the one who loves
the profession and the students he or she teaches. With love for the profession and for the
many different personalities the teacher will encounter daily, patience won't be hard for the
teacher to exercise. Patience will be needed when the teacher reaches the breaking point of
hearing his or her name being called for the millionth time. Patience will be needed when the
kid with the terrible attitude comes into the room. Patience will be needed when the principal
throws another stack of paperwork on top of the paperwork that was received at the last
faculty meeting. Patience can help the teacher take what comes and remain at ease without
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feeling too overwhelmed. Feeling overwhelmed is why many first-year teachers leave the
profession. They feel that too much work is required, especially for so little money. In "First
Year Teaching Assignments," Robert Quinn and Byllie D'Amato Andrews suggest that "the
tasks that a beginning teacher must assume are not added sequentially as the beginner
gradually increases his or her teaching skills and knowledge. Instead, the beginner teacher
must learn while he or she is performing the full complement of teaching duties" (79). These
teaching duties include clerical duties, parental duties, and so many other duties that a firstyear teacher isn't expecting. This leads into another area that is tested-- mental strength.
Once one has grasped the idea of patience, next comes the task of building the
resistance of mental strength. A teacher's mind is constantly going, focusing on many things
at once. There are papers to grade, there are grades to put in STI, roll to be called, students
asleep in class, a parent call to make, students needing to borrow paper, a sick student, the
lessons to be taught, quizzes to be made, reviews of the lessons students didn't learn
yesterday, a grade to post on the progress repmt, etc. A teacher's mind is going a mile a
minute, so much so that many teachers become ADHD because of constantly doing so many
things at once. This is enough to make a weak-minded individual go crazy. First-year
teachers must learn to prioritize quickly. Even through a massive head-ache, the teacher
cannot allow everything to break him or her. One must remain strong and sane. The teacher
must also remember that he or she is the adult. When his or her last nerve has been harped on
from all of the loving-in-spite-of and remaining mentally tough, the teacher must maintain his
or her maturity level.
The teacher must remember to remain professional at all times. Sometimes he or she
may feel the urge to cry, to just break down; however, this should be avoided in front of the
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students. Students will see this as a sign of weakness, and they will feel that they are the
victors. Also, as students do some of the weird things they do, teachers must remember not to
laugh at certain things, regardless of how funny they may seem. This is not to say that
teachers should not laugh with their students. They should just be mindful of the situation and
evaluate before pmiaking in the laughter of some of the silly things students do. Also students
love to argue, but another thing first-year teachers must pick up on quickly is not engaging in
arguments with the students. This never turns out well. It often leaves the teacher
embarrassed because the student is going to say what impresses the other kids. To avoid this
and remain the professional, the teacher must keep maturity level in mind. The teacher must
not stoop to a child's level...ever. In all honesty, it would really be a waste of time to engage
in this immature activity, and first-year teachers must remember that time is of the essence.
The song goes "time is on my side ... ;" however, this is trne when one has adequately
planned to use it. A first-year teacher must realize the impo1iance of time management. At
first, it will seem that there is not enough time in the day, but again this goes back to
prioritizing. Teachers must find time, make schedules, and follow the schedule with
flexibility. Annette L. Breaux suggests finding unintenupted time in the morning and making
effective use of the planning time (33). Something is always going to come up and get the
teacher off the planned lesson or take away the planning period. However, the teacher must
learn to quickly stay afloat. A new teacher should invest in a desk planner and always have
planned events written down ... in pencil. This will help the teacher visualize where time is
going and should go. Teachers always have dates to remember, so the organization of time
will help the sanity as well. Another thing the first year teacher must remember for his or her
sanity is to be resourceful.
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Commonly, a first-year teacher walks into an empty classroom meaning that the
teacher has to find and scourge for things. This definitely makes the teacher overwhelmed.
However, the teacher must be able to build an open relationship with other teachers,
especially those who teach the same subject and veteran teachers. The teacher must learn how
to beg, borrow, and steal. This is meant literally! The teacher must learn how beg for
workbooks, a file cabinet, and a table. The teacher must learn to borrow white Xerox paper,
projectors, and dry erase markers. The teacher must learn to steal ideas, lessons plans, and
speakers for the computer, if necessary. Also, the first-year teacher must learn how to quickly
search the internet for back-up assignments and worksheets. Another commodity that a firstyear teacher must not allow to go to waste is ... students. Students love to tun errands, hang
posters, call roll, check journals, take up papers, pass out papers, file papers, shred papers, etc.
This is one, if not the best, resource a teacher can use. Allowing students to help saves time,
gives the teacher a mental breather, and quickly builds relationships between teachers and
students.
The life a first-year teacher is hectic. It is stressful. It is challenging. It is a transition
period that many cannot handle. However, those that make it are those that, without even
realizing it, ran into patience, tripped over mental strength, barely maintained his or her
maturity level, stumbled upon time management skills, and jumped on the bandwagon of
resourcefulness. All in all, the first year of any teacher should provide plenty of learning
through trial and error. If a new teacher learned all of these things within the first year ... who
knows what's in store for the next year?
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Graphic Organizers in the English Classroom
In January 2011, I was sent to a conference on differentiated instruction in urban
middle and high schools. This conference was very informative in many areas from
classroom management, to reading strategies, and creating personal relationships with
students. However, one thing that I especially took from the conference was the use of
graphic organizers in the classroom. This topic was not a category of discussion or a
headliner; in fact, it was a rather minute subcategory that was not expounded upon to a large
extent. What was said was basically that kids tend to learn and retain information better after
seeing information in a graphic organizer... case closed. I took this bit of information and ran
with it in my English classroom. I instantly began to think of ways I could use graphic
organizers in my classroom, and I came up with several ways that I tried and had success.
What exactly is a graphic organizer? Margaret Egan advocates that "one can describe
the graphic organizer as the representation of the thought process of the mind. The graphic
organizer can make information more apparent, distinct, and aiticulate for the learner" (641).
This is exactly what a graphic organizer seems to do for learners. It seems to act as an aid in
students visualizing material which then allows them to internalize it. I began to wonder why
my students did better with graphic organizers. It became apparent that they simply were
visuals for them to dissect information and better take it in. During cetiain lessons, after
applying material to a graphic organizer, it seemed that light bulbs would come on all over the
room. Students would also gain confidence in themselves after gaining a better understanding
of the material. According to Egan, "graphic organizers include charts, maps, graphs,
flowcharts, or other structures that help one to visualize the materials in the text" (641).
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Whatever the graphic organizer, if it makes the learning process easier for students, it is useful
and should be used.
In my classroom, I applied graphic organizers to a few areas to test their usefulness. I
applied them to grammar, essays, and literature. In grammar, I used webs to separate the four
types of sentences: simple, compound, complex, and compound complex. I used at-chart to
separate independent and dependent clauses. These were so effective that the students were
able recite the rules of the different types of sentences and independent and dependent
clauses. I used them for essays. I had students create a web for each topic sentence of the
body paragraphs. They extended the web with the details for the rest of the paragraph. They
were able to basically plug the information in and complete an essay in reduced time. The
next way I used them was in literature. For one lesson, I had the students compare and
contrast themselves to their favorite character from the story using a Venn diagram. This
really helped them separate what they had in common with their character and what was
different. These simple graphic organizers increased motivation, retention of information,
and performance among students. I was happy with the results.
Not only do graphic organizers bring good results when used in English, but they also
bring them in other subject areas because students learn to apply them in other subjects. They
begin to realize that to simplify information, they can simply plug it into a graphic organizer.
A comparative organizer can be used in science to chati characteristics of different kinds of
rock. A simple time line is a graphic organizer that can be used in history to help students
remember imp01iant dates in a sequential diagram. Hierarchical organizers present main ideas
and supp01iing details, which can be used for essays and outlining passages (Marchand 46).
All of these types of organizers cetiainly have their place in education, and once kids grasp
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them, they'll continue to use them even into college. Graphic organizers are very important to
the learning process. Based on the success I witnessed with my students after applying them
to simple lessons, I am interested in applying them to more complex material as well.
Graphic organizers seem to increase motivation and success for students, which
thereby increases participation. All in all, these organizers increase retention among students,
which is the ultimate goal of educational aids. All of these positive effects are always good
for the classroom environment which is what good teachers strive for.
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Kuzmeskus, June, and Massachusetts Field. We teach them all: teachers writing about
diversity. Potiland, ME: Stenhouse Pub, 1996. 111-119.
Increased racial, ethnic, and social diversity in school has created greater pressure
to recognize and suppoti diversity. Society within itself is a melting pot filled with
diversity. Chapter 5, "Acknowledging and Suppotting Diversity of All Learners"
(including teachers), focuses on the aspects of recognizing the role diversity plays in our
society and what it brings to the classroom. The greatest focus in this chapter was the
role the teachers play in making the classroom receptive to the diverse learning styles of
all students including himself or herself. Modeling also plays a key role in teaching
students to develop an appreciation and respect for all. It is also noted in the chapter that
it is often difficult to establish trust at higher grade levels and in most inclusive
classrooms. Sharing one's own experience and participating in the assignments along
with the students is noted as a best practice for teachers. In closing, the author put it best,
"Behind everything rests the knowledge that despite (or within) the layers of uniqueness
or diversity, we all share a kinship, whether of similarity, recognition, or empathy."
Therefore, one can understand from this chapter that diversity should be appreciated
within the classroom. It makes all learners, including the teacher, a part of the inclusive
classroom.
Tenesha Barber
Beers, Kylene. When Kids Can't Read: What Teachers Can Do. Portsmouth: Heinemann,
2003.
Vocabulary is an essential part of a quality English classroom, yet many teachers
cannot effectively convey word meaning to their students. Beers explains that teachers
tend to revert to when they learned vocabulary. This usually consisted of getting a list of
words on Monday, writing the definitions on Tuesday, memorizing those definitions
throughout the week, and testing on Friday. The problem with this strategy is that
retention is not probable. Beers emphasizes the results from effectively using context
clues in reading passages. She explains that if students are taught to read around the
word, they will have a higher probability of understanding the definition of the unknown
word. Beers states, "I can't begin to count all the inferences that student made to define
that word from the context. But what's readily apparent is how active he was in
constructing that knowledge. It's that level of activity that is sometimes missing from
dependent readers." When Kids Can't Read encourages teachers to actively engage their
students in critical thinking about the text, even when they may not fully comprehend
what they are reading. This critical thinking is an important step in the quest for literacy.
Stuart Bentley
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David H. Smith, et al. "How Teachers Teach to Students with Different Learning
Styles." Clearing House 75.3 (2002): 142. Academic Search Premier. EBSCO.
Web. 7 June 2011.
The major theme in this article deals with teachers learning to teach to all different
types of learners. This article should help teachers appeal to different learning styles. This
atticle is a "logical-argument," type of atticle. Four teachers were chosen and observed
while they dealt with teaching to multiple learning styles. The conclusion was that more
research should be conducted on this topic. The research should be extended to include
how teachers develop their understanding of learning styles. The authors also concluded
that, in their opinion, pre-service and in-service education should place a stronger
emphasis on learning styles. The authors recommend that teachers and students should
assess themselves on learning styles. They stress the importance of knowing oneself and
knowing how one learns. Knowing how students learn is essential in planning how to
teach them. It is crucial for a teacher to be able to adapt a lesson plan based on learning
styles. Both students and teachers can learn from this article. Learning styles are very
important at all levels of education.
Brian Boozer

Dyer, James E. "Teaching to Different Learning Styles." December 2008. University of
Florida IF AS Extension. 6 June 2011 <http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/wc083>.
The article "Teaching to Different Learning Styles" explains how learning can be
improved by addressing the students' learning styles. Teachers often teach as they learn.
They overlook many other learning styles in their classroom by doing this. Because the
studentis responsible for the learning, it is the teacher's responsibility to teach to the
student's learning style. The article includes a brief description of Gregorc' s four
learning styles: concrete sequential, abstract sequential, abstract random, and concrete
random. While there is no wrong or right style, every learner has a more prominent style.
Teachers need to understand that everyone learns differently. It is impottant for teachers
to know what teaching method applies to a patticular learning style. Dyer has included a
table that provides possible teaching methods for each of the four styles. The methods
are common and simple that teachers have used many times but not in combination.
Multiple methods can be used within one lesson, impacting each of the learning styles
and enhancing the overall learning in classrooms.
Kim Brown
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Jennings, Chris. Lesson plans for teaching writing. Urbana, IL: National Council of
Teachers, 2007. 15-16. Print.

Lesson Plans for Teaching Writing by Chris Jennings is a great book for any
teacher of writing. One lesson that teachers may find useful is the lesson called "Musical
Chairs: Practicing Transitions." The purpose of this lesson is to practice the use of
transitions in the organization of writing. First, the students are given a writing prompt to
respond to that is funny for example, Peanuts' Snoopy's favorite story opener, "It was a
dark and stormy night. .. " After about five to seven minutes of writing, while some
music plays, the students walk around and, when the music stops, sit in a different desk
and continue someone else's story. Next, they return to their own desk and complete the
last paragraph. Jennings suggests putting students into groups when the essay is
complete and having them edit each others' essays, before choosing one to read aloud.
Kristin Cox

Glasgow, Neal; Hicks, Cathy. Chapter 6: "Integrating Technology in the Classroom."
What Success/id Teachers Do. Thousand Oaks, CA: Cotwin Press, 2009
In this chapter, the authors discuss strategies on how to integrate technology into
the classroom. One of the strategies discussed was to use the Internet as a classroom.
Using the internet as a classroom is an emerging use of technology for the future. There
are many Internet websites that focus only on educational technology. The Internet
educational market is growing. The authors discussed the Internet site, NoodleTools.
This is a free suite of interactive tools that educators and students can use with online
research. This website allows users to select a search engine to find educational sources
and then cites these sources in MLA style. This website makes online research easier.
Another strategy discussed was maximizing the effectiveness of available technology.
Teachers need to utilize the technology available, but many times, teachers do not have
the necessary training needed to effectively teach technology. There are three basic
premises for integrating technology into instruction: 1) technology used well in schools
can prepare students with disabilities for careers that require some level of aptitude with
technological skills, 2) technology enhances the learning process, and 3) technology
changes quickly. While these premises are needed, the authors question what happens
when the new technology does not enhance achievement. Who gets blamed: the teacher
or the technology?
Michelle Hamilton
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Echevarria, Jana, and MmyEllen Vogt. "Using the SlOP Model to Improve Literacy for
English Learners." The New England Reading Association Journal 46. l (20 I 0):
8-15. Education Full Text. Web. 14 June 2011.
This a1ticle describes the SIOP Model as an instructional framework for
organizing classroom instruction in a meaningful and effective way so that the academic
achievement of English Learners (ELs) is increased. The Sheltered Instruction
Observation Protocol (SIOP) Model aids ELs in building literacy by the use of
scaffolding techniques which include various methods of modeling, using illustrations or
photos, adapting speech, and graphic organizers. English Learners would face great
difficulty in responding to challenging questions and tasks without multiple oppmtunities
to practice, apply, and transfer new learning through meaningful activities. Activities for
ELs should encourage higher levels of thinking, speaking, and reading. Upon futiher
research of the SIOP Model, teachers may determine that it benefits ELs as well as every
student in the classroom.
Tammy Hollis

Whaley, Liz and Liz Dodge. Weaving in the Women. NH: Boynton/Cook, 1993.
In this work, Dodge and Whaley saw the damage done by womanless curricula
and decided, with the members of their department, to give all the students a feminist,
gender-balance, and multicultural English cun·iculum. Weaving in the Women_is a
treasure of feminist scholarship and also a very friendly teachers' guidebook. Ironically,
Liz Whaley and Liz Dodge share a few things in common. They both share the same first
name; they both are teachers; and they both are females. Their research led them to the
conclusion that students get very bored with reading the same literature over and over
again, because their students will ask them typically during the first week of class, are we
reading boring materials this year. This book allows the reader to process the authors'
thoughts as they chose works to assign for all periods of their English and Literature
classes. The authors have read thousands of works by women and have chosen English
and literature teachers' works for classes with care. They thought outside the box and
raised awareness of the need for women's literature in all students' education. By doing
this, they engaged students' interest. This book belongs on all teachers' desks, especially
those of English and literature teachers.
Scherry McGhee

Degen, Michael. Prospero's Magic: Active Learning Strategies for the Teaching of
Literature. Garland, TX: Telemachos Pub., 2004. Print.
Michael Degen' s book provides English and language arts teachers who want to
engage their students in literary texts and writing with an excellent resource. Degen
begins by stressing the fact that although technology can be an extremely beneficial tool
in the classroom, technology alone cannot be expected to engage students. Good
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teaching means engaging students by creating an environment where students are able to
grow and develop through the facilitation of a teacher who is enthusiastic and determined
to make students connect with the texts in the course. This text provides teachers with
lesson and activity suggestions that can be adapted to individual classrooms. The text
also gives clear instrnctions as to which lessons and activities are well-suited for the
study of poetry, which lessons and activities are well-suited to the study of sh01t fiction,
which lessons and activities are well-suited to the study of drama, and which lessons and
activities are well-suited to the study of novels. Degen's lessons are accessible, clever,
and adaptable. The activities can be used by teachers who are technologically inclined
and who have technological capabilities in their classrooms, and by teachers who are
either less inclined to technological use or who are unequipped with technological
components in their classrooms. This is an excellent resource that can be used by
elementary, secondary, and college instrnctors alike.
Sarah Moersch

Gallagher, Kelly. Readicide: How Schools Are Killing Reading and What You Can Do
about It. P01tland, ME: Stenhouse, 2009. Print.
The tagline of this book should succeed in grabbing the attention of any English
teacher: "How Schools Are Killing Reading and What You Can Do About It." The major
murderer of reading, according to the author, Kelly Gallagher, is standardized testing.
With the majority of the focus in the public school cun"iculum being on multiple-choice
state tests, it seems that reading is put on the back-burner. Also, the over-teaching and
over-analysis of academic books or textbooks in the classroom takes away students' joy
of reading, making them readers out of necessity, not lifelong readers.
Lauren Nall

Golub, Jeff. "Three R's for Critical Thinking about Literature: Reading, 'Riting, and
Responding." Activities to Promote Critical Thinking. Urbana, IL: NCTE,1986.
Print.
John Swope presents believable information with his thoughts on motivating
students to think critically about literature. He begins by suggesting that perhaps teachers
have gone about getting pupils to think about literature improperly by presenting their
ideas to students and expecting them to value and accept those concepts. He presents the
fact that maybe this actually causes students to become apathetic towards literature and
makes them second guess their own point of view when writing about literature. This
causes discomfort and uneasiness in students when their thoughts are not acknowledged
or appreciated. Swope presents three strategies teachers may use to get students to
formulate their own critical opinions about a piece. He encourages teachers to use
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predictive reading, pre-discussion writing, and questioning during class. In predictive
reading, the teacher should create an activity where student can make some type of
prediction before actually reading the text such as predicting the story based on the title.
In pre-discussion writing, which takes place after reading the text, students will make a
connection to the text in tlu·ee ways: emotional (immediate feelings about the text),
associative(subconscious experiences), and feature( identify a word phrase, theme, or
motif and identify significance). Lastly, he suggests questioning. Teachers should
question students about the text with pre-created questions. This should basically get
students thinking about the text. In the end he explains that teachers' experience with
literature should be more extensive and should help students explore the text and not push
them away from it.
Sharonica Neeley

